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ABSTRACT 

The study is a descriptive, exploratory study to examine 

self-concept and student role prescriptions involving the com

plementary role positions of parents and teacher. It was hypoth

esized that congruence of role prescriptions would facilitate a 

student's adjustment to kindergarten and dissonance would create 

role conflicts so that children in situations of congruence would 

show a higher.self-concept than children in situations of dis

sonance. The role prescriptions were estimated to be different 

for teachers who believe in open education in comparison to 

teachers who believe in traditional education. A questionnaire 

was developed for the study to determine what type of role pre

scriptions were held by the teacher and the parents in that room. 

Twenty-nine teachers answered the questionnaire and the 

five lowest and the five highest scoring teachers were selected 

for the study and designated as being open and traditional re

spectively. The same questionnaire was sent to every family in 

the 10 classrooms. Sixty-eight percent of the parents responded 

and 52 families were selected as either agreeing with the teacher 

or disagreeing with the teacher concerning the role expectations 

for a kindergarten child. 

ix 
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Self-concepts were measured for 53 children from the 

selected families. The children's scores for designated disso

nant and congruent groups were compared using the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov Two-Sample Test to check for statistical differences. 

The statistical null hypothesis was accepted. There were no 

differences in self-concept between the two groups in the 

sample. 

Additional analysis of the self-concept scores for par

ents designated as open and traditional revealed a significant 

difference in favor of the children with parents rated open. A 

comparison of scores indicates there were no differences between 

the scores of males and females. This comparison also indicates 

there were no differences between the scores of those children 

who had open teachers and the scores of those children who had 

traditional teachers. The only variable showing a significant 

difference in self-concept scores was the role prescriptions 

held by parents. Children with parents designated open scored 

significantly higher than children with parents designated tra

ditional. Since the study is a descriptive study and the method 

of selection was not random, the results for the sample cannot 

be generalized to other populations. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE PROBLEM, HYPOTHESES, AND 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Traditional vs. Progressive; Structured vs. Unstructured; 

and Open vs. Closed are all terms which can be used to describe a 

dichotomy of philosophical assumptions which affect the role of 

the student in the classroom. The present study attempted to 

look at those situations in which there is congruency between the 

assumptions of teacher and parents in both open and traditional 

types of education rather than attempting to discern the superi

ority of any one polarity in terms of greater self-concept or 

achievement for students . 

A major difficulty in discussing open or traditional 

education with either their advocates or their adversaries is to 

understand that neither one should be associated with halo terms. 

As termed here, both traditional and open education are accept

able as viable choices of assumptions for educating children. 

Much of the research on self-concept and open education has been 

made to show the superiority of open education, but research has 

not supported this effect, according to Scheirer (1972), Ruedi 

and West (1973), Kohler (1973), and Robinson (1974). The intent 

1 
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of the present study was to help dispel some of the stereotypes 

that are discussed by McKeachie (1963, pp. 551-552): 

Even psychologists have their stereotypes . And for 
most of us "student-centered" and "instructor-centered" 
are stereotypes. With "student-centered" we associate 
the halo terms of democratic, permissive, insight, af
fective and student growth. "Instructor-centered" 
brings to mind the terms authoritarian, fascistic, 
knowledge for its own sake, and content-centered. In 
our psychological subculture the mere labels in our 
title stack the deck against anyone who attempts to de
fend the instructor-centered point of view. 

If we can accept the premise that both open and tradi

tional education are legitimate alternatives, then it may be 

questioned as to whether certain children should be in open en

vironments while others should be in a traditional environment. 

It is certain that not all teachers and parents hold the same 

assumptions concerning student and teacher roles to be true 

(Seiber and Wilder 1967). Bossard and Boll (1956, p. 441) dis

cussed this in reference to a culture conflict: 

One of the chief points of culture conflicts between 
many homes and schools involves the patterns of child 
training. Obviously, this is basic to the parents' as 
well as the teachers' relations with the child. In many 
parts of the world, there are now and have been no prob
lems in this connection, since both home and school 
agree on aims and methodology. But in contemporary 
America, the situation in the home and school is in flux. 
In terms of the home, widely differing emphases prevail. 
In some homes, the fundamental purpose of child rearing 
is to train the child to conform; in others, it is to 
rear him so as to stimulate his development. Perhaps an
other way of bringing out the contrast is to ask if the 
child is parent-dominated; one on whom the parent im
poses patterns of behavior; or whether the family is a 
democratic one in which the children have some leeway in 
developing their own patterns in response to their spe
cific needs. The difference is basic, coloring many of 
the minutiae of family life. 
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There are similar differences in regard to the role 
of the school. Should the school impose upon the child 
a set of behavior patterns and a curriculum, so as to 
implement readily his introduction into the prevailing 
culture, or should the child be encouraged to utilize 
the school to work out his own answers to the problems 
confronting him? This, in rather general terms, may be 
thought of as the contrast between the conventional and 
progressive methods in education. 

The development of many children is complicated by 
the fact that the systems of child rearing utilized at 
home and in school differ materially. Children from 
democratic homes go to conventional schools; the prod
ucts of autocratic homes are sent to progressive 
schools . 

A standardized role for parents, teachers, and students 

has not been agreed upon. One school environment for all chil

dren disregards the varied aptitudes and cultural patterns 

brought by each child and his ability to survive in the school 

(Cronback 1967). The one environment forces some children to 

adapt or perish. Some authorities contend that children whose 

cultural environment is different from the culture of the school 

consistently show an inability to survive or a great need to form 

adaptations which allow them to cope with the new culture (Bloom 

1965, Corwin 1965). The problem in learning seems to occur due 

to the time and energy consumed in adaptation as well as the 

problem of those children who are not able to survive (Hutchins 

1968). Many children who seem to.have problems in adapting may 

not have received the conditions for their first school contact 

which would have assisted their learning. Cronback (1967, p. 36) 

asserted that there are pupils who would "... profit by a shift 

from didactic teaching to learning by discovery." 
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Goodman (1967, p. 130) discussed the fact that children 

have inherent differences as well as differences built up through 

their environment: 

The range of individual variation between children 
must be especially great in large societies bearing 
highly complex cultures. On the base of unique inher
ent capacities and aptitudes there is overlaid, in the 
complex content, an unique "cultural exposure" with 
distinctive content and conditions of learning. 

Each family has its unique characteristics . Schools have 

their own culture and unique characteristics. Some schools are 

open and some are traditional. When children from various home 

and family environments are placed in a standardized school en

vironment, do we sentence some children to experience a role 

conflict and develop the symptoms of culture shock? Programs to 

fit the individual student needs are being offered more and more; 

e.g., programs have been expanded to provide classes for students 

who are deaf or hard of hearing, for students who are gifted, for 

students who need special education. Teachers have been cogni

zant of the effects on achievement that are caused by varied in

nate capacities pf the learner. Kramer and Fleming (1966) found 

that when there is a large difference in opinion between the 

mother and father their children had lower IQ and reading scores 

than when small differences of opinion occurred. The question 

here is to determine if disagreement between the home and school 

environment might affect the learner. 
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Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of the study was to determine if in their 

first year of formal schooling, children whose parents and teach

ers expect the same student role, will hold higher self-concepts 

than children whose parents and teachers hold different expecta

tions for the student role. 

Hypotheses 

The following are the research and statistical hypotheses 

for the study. The two types of hypotheses are separated for 

purposes of clarity in the intent of the study. 

Research Hypotheses 

1. When home prestructuring demands high conformity behav

ior, the child will react positively in self-concept to 

traditional high conformity expectation classroom cli

mates and will not react positively in self-concept to 

open or more exploratory expectation classroom climates. 

2. When home prestructuring demands low conformity behavior, 

the child will react positively in self-concept to open 

low conformity expectation classroom climates and will 

not react positively in self-concept to traditional or 

more rule oriented classroom climates. 

Statistical Hypotheses 

HQ: The samples drawn from two populations have the same 

distribution. 
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The samples drawn from two populations have different 

distributions. 

Significance of the Study 

The assumptions of open education proponents has been 

that children will have higher self-concepts when taught in a 

climate of open education (Robinson 1974). Research completed in 

recent years has attempted to corroborate this opinion without 

much success (Ruedi and West 1973). At the same time, adminis

trators and teachers, when faced with parents who disagree with 

the open education assumptions and want their children out, have 

said that parents should be able to move their children to an

other school, since the children whose parents believe in open 

education are the children who will do the best in that classroom 

climate. Research has not supported this assumption. In addi

tion, the author has been unable to find a study which indicates 

that the researchers investigated whether parents agreed with the 

open education climate. Nearly every study concentrates solely 

on"teacher attitudes. 

In addition to this lack of research in an important as

pect of open education, there is the need to see if self-concept 

may be affected in the open schools to a greater extent when 

parents agree with the teacher's assumptions. 
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Literature Related to the Problem 

The author reviewed the literature and the following four 

major sections were selected as the main areas contributing a 

background for the study: role theory, self-concept, expecta

tions , and traditional and open education. 

Role Theory 

The use of the idea of role for the study of social sys

tems is an analogy from its use in a theatrical sense. Brown 

(1965), Znaniecki (1965), and Johnson (1970) all used the analogy 

in their discussion of social roles. Role theory is one method 

of explaining the behavior of individuals in groups. Johnson 

(1970) defined role around two central concepts of position and 

prescriptions of behavior patterns . In any social system, each 

individual holds many positions consecutively; e.g., father, son, 

bank teller, customer, and each position has assigned to it cer

tain demands, rules, and expectations. "Thus role is defined as 

the set of prescriptions defining the appropriate behavior of an 

occupant of a position toward other related positions (Johnson 

1970, p. 44)." 

McDavid and Harari (1974, p. 145) also used the ideas of 

prescription and position in their discussion of role theory: 

In organized groups, stabilized patterns of behavior 
define particular roles associated with particular posi
tions in the social system. The term position is used 
by social scientists to describe the niche, or slot, oc
cupied by the individual within a society, and the term 
role applies to the stabilized patterns of behavior 
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associated with a position. In other words, a position 
refers to a particular set of circumstances or condi
tions that dictate a particular set of conventional ex
pectations for behavior. In large groups and societies, 
roles and positions often are not recognized as unique 
to a single individual. Instead a cluster of similar 
positions and roles may be perceived as a class . Thus 
similar behavioral patterns come to be expected from mem
bers of particular classes or subgroups within the larger 
society. 

Getzels and Thelen (1960) included four points in their 

definition, summarized below by Barr (1972, p. 19): 

1. Roles are the dynamic aspects of the positions, of
fices, and statuses within an institution, and they 
define the behavior of the role incumbents or 
actors. 

2. Roles are defined in terms of role expectations. The 
expectations define for the actor what he should or 
should not do so long as he is the incumbent of the 
particular role. 

3. Roles are complementary. They are interdependent in 
that each role derives its meaning from the other re
lated roles . 

4. Within a social system, goal-behavior is achieved 
through the integration of institutions, definition 
of roles, and the setting of expectations for the 
performance of relevant tasks. 

To discuss the role of the student in a classroom, one 

must discuss those positions and roles which are related to it 

and define its behavior prescriptions (Linton 1936, Cronback 

1963, Johnson 1970). What the student may do or not do is de

scribed in part by what the other related positions are allowed 

to do or not to do. If the teacher's role is defined as the 

individual who sets goals and prescribes activities, then the 

student's role becomes partially described as one of passive 
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acceptance of goals and activities from the teacher. The inter

action between the related roles affects each role so that what 

is the obligation of the student becomes the complementary role 

prescriptions for the teachers and vice versa (Johnson 1970). 

Beezer (1970) stated that a social role would be divided 

into three areas for the purpose of analysis: the personal, cul

tural, and situational roles for a position. "Since roles are 

enacted in a culture by specific persons in specific situations, 

the three titles indicate concern of analysis rather than dis

tinctive and exclusive roles (Beezer 1970, p. 34)." The personal 

role is that position which the individual chooses to act out 

within those options available by the cultural and situational 

role definitions. The cultural role is the ideal role of the 

position accepted by the society and institution. The situation

al role is the role accepted through interaction with others in 

the same role or related roles . 

An example for each of the three areas in a social role, 

described above, may help to clarify the ideas about a student's 

role. A student entering school will bring his own capabilities 

to the role and individual differences appear as each performer 

adds his personal characteristics to the position. Znaniecki 

(1965) related this activity to the roles played in the theater 

by different actors for the same part. Each actor changes or 

makes variations for his performance. The ideal role description 

by the institution and society would be those aspects which are 
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defined as duties or norms for all participants in a role. For a 

student, many of the ideal role prescriptions are in the form of 

school rules, but they are also the idealized behaviors which 

teachers and parents consider important. Some aspects of the 

ideal student are indicated when girls are judged by teachers as 

being better students compared to boys when related to such 

things as neatness, conduct, and docility (Cronback 1963). The 

situational role would be the interaction within the classroom 

between other students and the teacher to the role performer. 

Coleman (1961) has pointed out how peer interaction can set up 

differing expectations for the student role and, therefore, dif

ferential success in meeting school goals. 

Secord and Backman (1964) also used the three areas of 

analysis presented by Beezer (1970) but they used different ter

minology. The three types of role are evident in the following 

passage: 

Role strain and its resolution will be analyzed on 
three levels; the social system, the personality dy
namics of the individual, and the cultural system. 
First, when human behavior is viewed in terms of the 
social system, recurrent interactions between individ
uals are focused upon and conceptualized in terms of 
position and role. On this level, concern is not with 
the characteristics of the actors themselves, but with 
characteristics of the system of relations between ac
tors . Second, when the individual is focused upon, 
analysis takes place in terms of personality dynamics . 
Here, concern is with the relations between various 
conceptual components of the personality: needs, self 
conceptions, and attitudes. Finally, components of 
the cultural system are studied in terms of shared 
cognitions about the social and nonsocial world 
(Secord and Backman 1964, p. 468). 
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The child entering the role of student will bring his 

impressions of what expectations are set for each complementary 

role in the school so that he can enact his role. Znaniecki 

(1965) stated that social roles are patterned by the culture. 

The role of student has a normative quality which is defined as 

the duties of the child. In addition, the enactment of the role 

is changed by interaction of other participants in a situation 

and personal innovation by the role player. "Hence, role accep

tance is based on role awareness, an awareness of one's role or 

self and awareness of the roles of others (Ogletree and Ujlaki 

1971, p. 251)." In this way the child will have expectations 

about the teacher's role and he will conduct his own behavior so 

that he can participate in his role. The student will anticipate 

the behavior for complementary and related roles based on the 

cultural expectations. Secord and Backman (1964) pointed out 

that the anticipatory nature of expectations is well known when 

we remember how we feel at a new job or a change in groups as 

compared to being on the job and knowing what to expect from 

others in complementary roles . 

Johnson (1970, p. 47) stated that "One's anticipations 

about the other person's behavior are based upon subtle cues pro

vided by his appearance, by the person's previously known and 

current behavior, and by the situational context within which 

interaction takes place." When the anticipation of what the 

child expects in the role of the teacher or in his own role is 



different from what occurs in reality, the child may become dis

turbed or confused. Johnson (1970) stated that the degree of 

importance and frequency of interaction between individuals will 

set up an expectation of how the other should act and this role 

is placed in context with the ideal role or the cultural defini

tion. The other individual has demands placed on him to behave 

in a prescribed manner. Before this interaction occurs, each in

dividual has some preconceived notion of his own role behavior. 

During the interaction, each role occupant adjusts his behavior 

in accordance with how the other person acts and how this other 

person expects him to act. 

When an actor is presented with a disagreement over the 

behaviors expected for a role, it is termed role conflict. 

Johnson (1970) stated that intrarole conflict occurs when the 

student has different role expectations placed on him by other 

complementary positions such as his parents and teachers. Role 

conflict may occur when one behavior is mutually exclusive of 

another or incompatible, when non-complementary behaviors occur 

or when there are wide variations of expected behavior. The 

consequences of a role conflict will partially be dependent on 

power relationships between the roles and the degree of signifi

cance of people in the other roles. 

That is, the situations are so ordered that an actor 
is required to fill simultaneously two or more roles that 
present inconsistent, contradictory, or even mutually ex
clusive expectations . The actor cannot realistically 
conform to these expectations. He is then forced to 
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choose one of several alternatives: He may abandon one 
role and cling to the other, he may attempt some com
promise between the roles, or he may withdraw either 
physically or psychologically from the roles altogether 
(Getzels and Guba 1954, p. 165). 

In other words, if a student has such a role conflict, he may 

accept one set of expectations placed on his behavior, the role 

expectation of those who are most significant to him or he may 

be flexible enough to balance both competing expectations 

(Charters 1963), but he may also withdraw and be unable to make 

choices for his role (Burchard 1954) „ 

When children first enter school, they are socialized by 

the people and environment into their roles. If children have 

not come to school with the prior knowledge of the expectations 

held by the school, they may be given direct instructions and/or 

experience indirect consequences from their behavior (Sarbin 

1959). "A student, therefore, becomes 'school-wise' or 'teacher-

wise' when he has discovered how to respond with a minimum amount 

of pain and discomfort to the demands, both official and unoffi

cial, of classroom life (Johnson 1970, p. 78)." But the fact is 

that not all children successfully play their assigned student 

roles as they should according to the teacher (Berg, Nichols, 

and Pritchard 1969; Stedman and Adams 1973). "Factors that af

fect the child's being able to adapt successfully to the role 

requirements of the school include general intelligence, per

sonality, and cultural background—children able to conform to 
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the attitudes and values necessary for success in school make out 

better than those who cannot (Johnson 1970, p. 78)." 

Self-Concept 

Purkey (1970) held that the self-concept is organized 

around four qualities „ The beliefs about oneself are divided 

into categories with some being important and central to the self 

and others being present but of less importance. The categories 

used by Purkey are the same as those used as role categories by 

Johnson; e.g., student, Negro, husband, and American. The second 

aspect is that each of the categories has attached to it a nega

tive or positive value. The individual places a value on the 

areas of student, Negro, husband, and American. The third aspect 

is that success and failure are generalized throughout the system 

so that success in the category student raises the student's 

values in other categories. Being a good student may raise one's 

estimation as to being a good daughter. The fourth aspect is 

that no two individuals have the same self-concept. Jersild 

(1952, p. 11) said that "Each person's self is something individ

ual . . . ." Purkey (1970, p. 10) gave the following example 

of difficulties produced by different self-concents; "A middle-

aged, middleclass, white, female school-teacher must work hard 

to understand the perceptural world of a black youngster from 

the ghetto." 
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A child develops an awareness of himself and his charac

teristics through associations with those people around him with 

whom he has interactions (Mead 1934). He begins to act with cer

tain behaviors and reacts to others in the way they expect him to 

react. He learns to think of himself in the way others charac

terize him. According to Cooley and Snygg (1902), this is the 

looking-glass self where an individual decides what he is like, 

in part, by correctly perceiving the attitudes of those people 

around him. Thus a student's self-concept is in part determined 

by his behavior in a role and in part by the reaction of those in 

complementary roles to his behavior. Further, the self-concept 

is more complex than a general feeling, since the student may 

hold different values for parts of the student role. The separa

tion of the role of student into parts allows the student to hold 

a high self-concept in regard to one subject area and a different 

self-concept in another subject area (Johnson 1970). 

Kagan and Moss (1962) and Aronson and Carlsmith (1962) 

reported that individuals show a negative performance when they 

hold low self-expectations . An individual will hold his per

formance in accordance with his expectations or self-concept of 

this performance (Purkey 1970, p. 11): 

As general assumptions, we can say that if a poten
tially new concept of himself appears to be consistent 
with and relevant to the concepts already present in his 
systematized view of himself, it is accepted and assim
ilated easily. If the concept appears to have no rela
tion or relevance to that system, it is generally 
ignored. And if it is inconsistent and uncongenial with 
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the system, it is likely to be rejected or distorted. 
In practical terms, these assumptions mean that an 
"A" student will accept fresh classroom victories 
easily, while success is tough to handle for the stu
dent who has met many failures . A student who con
siders himself a failure at school will reject or 
distort evidence which contradicts his perceived 
self, no matter how flattering the information may be 
or how helpful it may appear from another person's 
point of view. 

Thus self-concept is adjusted, integrated, and selected from 

various expectations of persons and the environment in which he 

lives. Jersild (1952, p. 10) said that the self is constant and 

at the same time changeable; "In the process of experience, the 

healthy self adds, assimilates, and integrates within its own 

system that which is essential and authentic ..." and it re

jects that which is different or contradictory. 

The role behavior will be affected the greatest by the 

expectations of others whom the student sees as the most signifi

cant people to him (Purkey 1970, Sullivan 1947). These people 

may be the child's parents (Brookover, Erickson, and Joiner 1967; 

Brookover and Erickson 1969), or the child's peers (Coleman 1961, 

Rosenfeld and Gunnell 1973), or the child's teacher (Kleinfeld 

1972 ). 

If all significant others and reference groups held 
similar high expectations for a student in mathematics, 
for example, the student is likely to perform well. If, 
on the other hand, the student interacts with significant 
persons who hold differing expectations and evaluations, 
he is likely to behave in accord with the expectations 
of those whom he perceives as more legitimate position 
to define the role (Brookover 1971, p. 558). 
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When there are two competing concepts of how the student 

is doing, the student will usually accept the one from the person 

who is considered in the legitimate position. The student may 

already hold some concepts about himself; in which case, he may 

agree with an individual even though that individual is not the 

most significant one and he may stay with the consistent concept 

(Lecky 1961). The children whose significant others expect the 

child to do well will see himself as a good student and will 

therefore do well. Merton (1957) stated that a child is engaging 

in a self-fulfilling prophecy when the child evokes a behavior, 

even if it is false, because the child perceives the expectations 

of significant others . 

A student's self-concept is dependent on the significant 

othersT expectations for certain behavior patterns in the student 

role. The children come to school with the patterns to achieve 

or fail (Purkey 1970). "They have formed pictures ..." of 

themselves and their abilities to ". . . cope successfully with 

their environment (Purkey 1970, p. 37)." 

So it happens that the child enters school with his 
psychological bags packed with all sorts of ideas about 
himself and his abilities . However, in spite of this 
tremendous influence of the primary home environment, 
the school has a great role to play .... Next to 
the home, the school is the single most important force 
in shaping the child's self concept (Purkey 1970, 
pp. 39-40). 

The self-concept will be easier to vary in early school 

experience than after many years of experience (Jersild 1952, 

Bloom 1964, Purkey 1970). The expectations in the earlier years 
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by the teacher are colored not by past achievement but by sex, 

color, physical appearance, social status, and proper behavior 

(Meyer and Thompson 1956, Rist 1970). Rist also supported a 

cumulative effect of the first formal school expectations, when 

information, passed on by the teachers, causes the original ex

pectations to remain with the child. 

Expectations 

A major question is to determine what the sources are for 

oneT s e xpe ct at ions . 

The teacher's expectations for an individual pupil 
are shaped by multitudinous factors--his knowledge about 
the general ability levels of the class members, knowl
edge about the time and resources available for interact
ing with pupils, his own ability and confidence as a 
teacher, and his knowledge concerning the physical and 
psychological characteristics and abilities of the child 
(Finn 1970, pp. 398-399). 

The expectation of the situation and people involved determine a 

student's response. If a parent holds a certain expectation and 

the teacher holds a different one, there will be an intrarole 

conflict for the student. The teacher has the ability to use 

rewards and punishments to follow her expectations (Jersild 

1952). 

The role of the school, moreover, is not only inci
dental but direct. It dispenses praise and reproof, 
acceptance and rejection, on a colossal scale. The 
failures, reminders of limitations, and the rejection 
which children face at school are often artificial and 
forced. They may have the effect of humiliating the 
child by depreciating his worth in a manner that does 
no good to society and does him great harm. Much of 
the failure at school is contrived. Much of the 
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depreciation children encounter there is based upon 
false evaluation. Some of it rests upon a punitive 
approach to education which in some schools has a 
savage intensity (Jersild 1952, p. 91). 

Walters, Pearce, and Dahms (1957) have concluded that two 

to five year old girls are significantly more friendly, sympa

thetic, and helpful to others (affectionate) than are boys of the 

same age; boys tend to display more actual or threatened hostil

ity to others (aggressive). In a study by Finn (1970), teachers 

from an urban setting rated essays differently because of their 

perceptions of the children's ability„ The children regarded as 

highly intelligent and as high achievers received the rewards . 

On the other hand, rewards were withheld from children regarded 

as dull and as having low ability and low achievement. These 

same urban teachers rated white, female children lowest of all 

the students, because the teachers regarded these students with 

high expectations and believed that they could have done much 

better. 

The results of the study by Finn (1970) emphasized that 

teachers do hold differing expectations for students as regarding 

physical characteristics and mental abilities in certain set

tings . Suburban teachers did not have significant differences 

in their ratings. 

Expectations are that part of role theory in which cer

tain behavior patterns are anticipated are most likely to occur 

(Johnson 1970). This is not to be confused with a hope or a wish 

that something may occur. Individuals have goals and 
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aspirations, but they also hold what is referred to as expecta

tions, which may be quite different from the goal. For example, 

a person may have the expectation that his new puppy will be 

house broken, but when it comes time to retire for the evening, 

he might place the dog in the kitchen with the floor covered with 

newspapers. The first expectation is his goal and aspiration for 

the puppy but the latter is the expectation of the actual behav

ior in his perception of reality. 
I 

Johnson (1970) said an expectation a;s the anticipation of 

behavior from an individual and the resulting behavior is made 

under this anticipation, whether in reality it is objective or 

biased. Finn (1970) said that many expectations of people are 

built up through generalizations they have made through prior 

experiences or from cultural and other prejudices. Therefore, a 

teacher responding to his experiences and prejudices could be

lieve that all Mexican-American children are lazy and need to be 

pushed to get academic work completed. In remembering the theory 

of the looking-glass self, one considers the situation in which 

children, when they perceive these attitudes, may think of them

selves as lazy and if they act on this assumption as if the per

ception is correct, they will in turn make the perception become 

true. 

This type of expectation, as stated earlier, can emanate 

from many sources. It is likely that it is more effective when 

it comes from the significant others, but it can also occur from 
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the environment. The environmental press may combine with atti

tudes emanating from the significant others and reinforce those 

expectations found in the classroom. These effects are discussed 

by Jackson (1968) in his book Life in Classrooms. 

Traditional and 
Open Education 

What teachers expect a student's role to be in a class

room varies from individual to individual. However, those teach

ers whose philosophy of education is in accordance with John 

Dewey will disagree considerably with those teachers whose phi

losophy is in accordance with Robert M. Hutchins. The assump

tions for open education are not the same as those for 

traditional education (Barth 1972, Kohl 1969). 

Featherstone (in Barth 1971) and his series of articles 

in the New Republic during 1967 seems to be the starting point 

for what is now termed open education. From that point, this 

series has spurred ever increasing numbers of articles, books, 

and research studies. To some people, open education is viewed 

as being quite similar to progressive education. Reschly and 

Sabers (1974) recently reported that their studies have shown 

the two to be in close correspondence, but that open education 

has a higher negative correlation to traditional education than 

progressivism. Since there is a close correspondence between 

open education and progressive education, much of the writing 

about the dichotomy between progressivism and traditionalism 



is pertinent to discussion regarding open and traditional 

education. 

Kerlinger (1958) labeled this dichotomy as restrictive-

traditional and permissive-progressive. In a footnote he (1958 

p. 112) gave the following explanation of these terms: 

If I were to try to epitomize restrictiveness and 
permissiveness, however, I would say that the former 
means a generally narrow and practical [in a limited 
and limiting sense] educational viewpoint. Emphasis is 
on subject matter for its own sake, impersonal superior-
inferior relationships, external discipline, and conser
vative status quo preserving social beliefs . "Morality" 
is strongly emphasized and based on external "higher" 
authority. Permissiveness, on the other hand, is char
acterized by emphasis on problem-solving and relative 
de-emphasis on subject matter and knowledge, education 
as growth, children's interests and needs as basic to 
educational equality and warmth in interpersonal rela
tionships, internal discipline, liberal social beliefs 
which emphasize education as an instrument of social 
change, and a morality based on social and individual 
res pons ibility. 

In many cases advocates and adversaries discuss these 

dichotomies as being opposites . One of the points Kerlinger 

(1958) made quite strongly is that rather than the two ideas 

being at opposite poles, as a negation of each other, each has 

its own affirmative stand . They may be in disagreement and at 

opposite ends of the continuum on some points, but each is able 

to affirm a position of its own. 

"The cardinal features of open education approaches in

volve a set of assumptions about the fundamental nature of chil 

dren, how learning can best be promoted, and the nature of 

knowledge (Reschly and Sabers 1972, p. 2)." Barth (1971) 
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listed 29 assumptions of open education. Reschly and Sabers 

(1972, p. 2) continued in their presentation to briefly state 

some of the assumptions of open education: 

. . . children are innately curious and intrinsical
ly motivated to learn; that children will pursue worth
while activities in the classroom if provided diverse 
materials and sufficient freedom; that children have the 
capability [and right] to make significant decisions 
about the what, when, and how of learning; and that 
children will cooperate with and learn from peers if al
lowed to pursue meaningful activities. 

Traub et al. (1972, p. 69) added that "open education is a strat

egy for influencing the cognitive, conative, and affective devel

opment of children 

Coletta (1974) studied the question as to whether tradi

tional and open teachers hold significantly different beliefs 

about learning. Using the Barth Scale, Coletta found a signifi

cant difference in only two scale items, although he reported 

that the open teachers scored significantly higher on an analysis 

of the means using a multivariate analysis of variance. He felt 

a difference lies only in the evaluation of a child's work and 

his learning through exploration. 

Coletta (1974, p. 637) ended his article with the follow

ing quotation from Barth, "... for those sympathetic to the 

assumptions, success at a difficult job will be more likely." 

The statement refers to the fact that if a teacher does believe 

in the open education assumptions, he may have more success in 

the open classroom than the teacher who does not accept the as

sumptions, but who is placed in an open classroom. This is a 
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similar statement to the earlier stated assumption of teachers 

that children of parents who believe in open education will be 

more likely to succeed in the open classroom than children of 

parents who do not believe in open education, but who are placed 

in an open classroom. 

The present study was concerned with the above stated 

assumption. The study was to determine if those children whose 

parents hold similar role expectations, whether traditional or 

open, will exhibit higher self-concepts than those children whose 

teachers and parents hold dissimilar role expectations . Grapko 

(1972), Scheirer (1972), Kohler (1973), Xoskoff (1973), Ruedi 

and West (1973), Moore (1974), Phelan (1974), and Robinson (1974) 

studied the question of self-concept differences between open and 

traditional classes and found no difference in children's self-

concepts , but the studies were done by comparing groups without 

considering parents' beliefs about educational assumptions. In 

similar comparisons, McCorkle (1974) and Hinojosa (1974) found 

higher self-concepts for children in open schools and Greener 

(1972) found open classroom techniques superior to traditional 

techniques in increasing intelligence and higher academic 

achievement at the kindergarten level. The important variable 

of parents' attitudes may have been concealed. Those children 

placed in open classes may have parents who feel strongly for 

the traditional role of students. Those children placed in tra

ditional classes may have parents who feel strongly for the open 
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role of students. In either case, the students might be experi

encing conflicts with the classroom teacher because the views of 

the parents conflict with those of the classroom teacher. Those 

students might show a higher self-concept starting their school 

experiences if they were in a classroom situation in which the 

teacher and parents agree as to the student role in the class

room. Anderson (1965, pp. 6-7) presented a similar idea when 

she stated the following: 

If the demands and assumptions of the significant 
people are in harmony with those of the cultural norms, 
and within the capacity of the individual to achieve 
with relative ease, and if the rewards given by these 
significant people are satisfactory, the individual 
may be expected to have a relatively stable and con
tented life experience. 

The results of many studies to show that open education 

is a better method of teaching have not been supported. However, 

the question of who does well in the open system and who does 

well in the traditional system has not been adequately investi-

cated. According to teachers in the open systems, the children 

whose parents agree with the assumptions do well. There is a 

need to look to see if each type of educational method meets the 

needs of different types of children. 

Summary 

Role theory is one method of explaining the behavior of 

individuals in groups. Each person occupies a position, which 

in turn has certain prescriptions for behavior. A social role 
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has three basic components: the personal, cultural, and situa

tional roles . Each of the three components specified certain 

prescriptions for the behavior of an individual. 

The social role of a student is patterned by the culture 

which is transmitted by the parents and upon entering school, by 

the teacher. The cultural role transmitted by significant others 

is modified by the individual's characteristics and through his 

interaction with others in the social system. 

A role conflict may occur when the student enters school 

and his expected role behavior, learned from his parents, is not 

reinforced by the teacher. Instead of an acceptance of his be

havior, the teacher may require a different set of role 

prescriptions. 

A student's self-concept has three aspects which are very 

similar to the social role theory. The self-concept of an in

dividual centers on his role positions. Each role position is 

given a value from negative to positive. The individual acquires 

these values from the significant others around him. In addition 

a success or failure in one role position will generalize to all 

the other positions by increasing or decreasing the value the 

individual holds for each position. 

The individual's self-concept and his role behavior are 

affected by the expectations of the significant others . Expecta

tions are built up from the role prescriptions transmitted by the 
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culture, past experience in a situation or with complementary 

role occupants, and in physical cues. 

Teachers and parents have various prescriptions for the 

role behavior of a student; however, when the teacher is at the 

extreme opposite of the parent as to what behavior is appropriate 

for a student, the student may be experiencing a role conflict. 

As has been pointed out, open education assumptions are different 

from traditional education assumptions„ Those children who find 

compatible expectations for their roles should also find success 

and acceptance to a greater degree than those children who are in 

a situation where disagreement is prevalent and expectations are 

in conflict. Self-concept should be positive in a student when 

he is in a situation of acceptance and success. 

Assumptions, Limitations, 
and Definitions 

The following assumptions, limitations, and definitions 

formed the basis and boundaries for this study. 

Assumptions 

1. Parents have communicated, consciously or unconsciously, 

their role expectations for a classroom to their children 

before their children experience their first formal 

school (Secord and Backman 1964). 

2 . The open teachers as a group are equally as competent as 

the traditional teachers as a group. 
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Limitations 

1. The study is limited to those teachers and parents who 

score in the extremes on either end of the Parents', and 

Teachers' Classroom Role Expectations Questionnaire. 

2 . The study is limited to teachers, parents, and children 

in Southern Arizona and the results may not generalize 

to other populations . 

3. The study is limited to those parents and children who 

gave their permission for the self-concept test. 

4. The study will not control for achievement, size of 

classroom, or for national origin-minority students. 

Definitions 

For purposes of the study the following definitions have 

been accepted by the author: 

1. Role is ". . . the set of prescriptions defining the ap

propriate behavior of an occupant of a position toward 

other related positions (Johnson 1970, p. 44)." 

2. Intrarole conflict is when "... the occupant of a posi

tion has incompatible or competing role expectations 

placed upon him by occupants of complementary positions 

(Johnson 1970, p. 59)." 

3. Self-concept is a person's perception of himself relevant 

". . .to the particular role through interaction with 

relevant others . . . (Brookover 1971, p. 559)." 
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4. Expectations are the "... cognitive anticipation, 

usually aroused by the cues in a situation, that perfor

mance of some act will be followed by a particular con

sequence (Johnson 1970, p. 102)." 

5. Traditional education is 

. . . that which deals with bodies of information 
and of skills that have been worked out in the past; 
therefore, the chief business of the school is to 
transmit them to the new generation. In the past, 
there have been developed standards and rules of con
duct; moral training consists in forming habits of 
action in conformity with these rules and standards. 
The main purpose or objective is to prepare the young 
for future responsibilities and for success in life, 
by means of acquisition of the organized bodies of 
information and prepared forms of skill which compre
hend the material of instruction. Teachers are the 
agents through which knowledge and skills are com
municated and rules of conduct enforced (Dewey 1938, 
pp. 2-3). 

6. Open education occurs when 

. . . the atmosphere is permeated with an open
ness, an awareness, and a respect towards (a) the 
whole range of individual differences, (b) the inte
gration and interaction of the cognitive and affec
tive domains of human functioning, (c) the recognition 
of feeling, (d) divergent ideas, and (e) errors and 
ambiguity. The teacher is a facilitator of learning. 
With the teacher's guidance, opportunities are pro
vided for students to assume responsibility and draw 
on their own resources for initiating, choosing, 
directing, and evaluating their own learning. Learn
ing occurs because it is personally meaningful to the 
individual. Learning topics are interdisciplinary 
and integrated. The learning environment is rich and 
varied. There is a minimal amount of scheduling and 
a flexibility in the day. There is an openness in 
the spatial arrangement of the learning environment 
(Marshall 1972, pp. 15-17). 

7. Congruence is agreement on the role expectations for 

students by the teacher and the parents . This condition 
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exists when the average score of the mother and father is 

at the highest or lowest extreme of parent scores on the 

continuum determined by the Parents * and Teachers' Class

room Role Expectation Questionnaire and the score of the 

teacher is at the same end as that of the parents on the 

continuum of teacher scores on the Parents' and Teachers' 

Classroom Role Expectation Questionnaire. 

8. Dissonance is disagreement on the role expectations for 

students by the teacher and the parents. This condition 

exists when the average score of the mother and father is 

at the highest or lowest extreme of parent scores on the 

continuum determined by the Parents' and Teachers' Class

room Role Expectation Questionnaire and when the score of 

the teacher is at the opposite end as that of the parents 

on the continuum of teacher scores on the Parents' and 

Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation Questionnaire. 

The Design and Data Gathering Instruments 

The initial design specified 30 teachers to respond to 

the Parents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation Question

naire . A district administrator provided a list of teachers 

which was representative of open and traditional kindergarten 

teachers . The 10 teachers selected for the study were the five 

teachers who scored the highest and the five teachers who scored 

the lowest on the questionnaire. 
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The 10 selected teachers were given an envelope contain

ing a letter of explanation, two questionnaires, a permission 

form for the parents to give their permission for the self-

concept test to be given to their children, and a self-addressed, 

stamped envelope addressed to the author. Each child in the 

classroom took home one of the envelopes for his parents . The 

returned questionnaires were individually scored and an average 

score obtained for each family. The four highest average scores 

and the four lowest average scores in each classroom were se

lected as representative of congruence and dissonance of role 

expectations with the teacher. 

An observation of each teacher's classroom was conducted 

to help validate the questionnaire and to check on the implemen

tation of the role behaviors expressed by the teachers . 

The eight children in each classroom whose parents were 

selected for the study were given a self-concept test. The two 

groups of scores were tested by the use of the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov Two-Sample Test for significant differences . 

The study used the Parents1 and Teachers' Classroom Role 

Expectation Questionnaire developed by the author, the Observa

tion Scale reported by Evans (1971), and the Pictorial Self-

Concept Test (Boleo, Felker, and Barnes 1970). 

Selected Statistical Procedures 

Nonparametric procedures were used with the comparisons 

of self-concept scores since the selection of children was not 
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random. The Kolmogorov-Smirvov Two Sample Test was used in each 

case. 

To assist in the assessment of the validity of the ques

tionnaire, the Pearson Product-Moment and the point-biserial 

correlation procedures were selected. The reliability of the 

questionnaire was investigated with the use of the procedure for 

the coefficient of alpha. 



CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH DESIGN, SAMPLE, AND INSTRUMENTS 

The design of the study called for the following schedule 

of observations and measurements for the collection of the data. 

Schedule of Observations 
and Measurements' 

1. May-September, 1974 

A. Pilot study of parents and teachers to develop a 

questionnaire (Appendix E). 

2. October and November, 1974 

A. Teachers' educational prescriptions with the Parents' 

and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation Question

naire (Appendix A). 

B. Parents' educational prescriptions with the Parents' 

and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation 

Questionnaire. 

3. January, 1975 

A. Observation of classroom openness with the Observa

tion Scale reported by Evans (1971) and developed by 

the TDR Associates for EDC (Appendix B). 
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4. March, 1975 

A. Children's self-concept with the Pictorial Self-

Concept Scale (Appendix C). 

Design of the Study 

The design of the study is represented in Figure 1. As 

the diagram shows, the inceptive idea was that teachers would 

fall all along the continuum from a score of 35 to a score of 

150. Teachers scoring between 25 and 55 on the scale would be 

considered as holding open role expectations and the teachers 

scoring between 120 to 150 on the scale would be considered as 

holding traditional role expectations. The teachers scoring be

tween 75 and 100 on the scale would be considered as holding a 

mixture of role expectations, both open and traditional. The 

trial test did show that parents and teachers were significantly 

different in the expectations that they hold; however, scores 

were spread out reasonably well enough to indicate that it was 

possible for some teachers to score above 100. The actual study 

design is depicted in Figure 2. All of the teachers in the study 

who were designated as open were in the score range selected for 

the study, but the teachers designated as traditional all have 

a score in the range which would predict a mixture of role 

expectations. 

Evans (1975) discussed the term traditional as applied 

to kindergarten when stating that the traditional kindergarten 

seems to be directed toward affective growth, interpersonal 
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relations, and working in interest centers with manipulative 

materials. The difficulty in this study is apparent when this 

statement is compared to the definition of open education. What 

is traditional in kindergarten educations according to Evans, is 

defined for the study as open education, Evans (1975, p. 46) 

wrote the following: 

Early childhood education in the mainstream often is 
described by the terms traditional or conventional prac
tice. As popular as these terms may be, they are suspect, 
if not misleading. The variety of activities under the 
umbrella of kindergarten-nursery education both histori
cally and presently makes generalizations about what is 
"traditional" or "conventional" nearly impossible. 

Close examination of any kindergarten curriculum 
usually reveals a potpourri of materials and techniques 
that are best described as eclectic, that is, combina
tions of activities that transcend any one philosophy or 
theory of educational psychology. In other words, unlike 
many approaches to early childhood education examined 
. . . , the kindergarten concept as it is applied in the 
public schools does not necessarily imply an articulated 
psychology of learning or philosophy of growth. Sub
stantial use is made of a variety of commercially pre
pared materials whose widespread application is further 
evidence of eclecticism. 

The above quotation may give some reasons why all of the 

teachers in the study scored below 100. It should also be 

pointed out that Arizona has only recently established kinder

garten programs in the state and that the large district involved 

in this study has provided impetus to its kindergarten program in 

the direction of open education. 

A second difference noted between Figure 1 and Figure 2 

is that the school numbers do not correspond on a one to one 

basis with teachers involved in the study. Figure 1 shows 10 
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schools which would indicate one kindergarten teacher for each 

school. Figure 2 shows only eight schools because four teachers 

in the open category are from school #1 and school #2. The two 

teachers in school #1 were operating as a team, so that the group 

consisted of 72 children without any indication that a certain 

number of children spent a greater amount of time with one or the 

other teacher. Both teachers were in charge and provided assis

tance to every child who needed it. School #2 had two separate 

rooms for the kindergartens . During three periods of observation 

at this school, the author noted indications of a tremendous 

amount of cooperation and working together among children and 

faculty. Some cooperative planning occurred while the author was 

present and each time the author visited the classes, children 

were spending part of their day in combined activities. The 

situation at school #3 was similar to the situation at school #1. 

However, the second classroom teacher's score on the question

naire was the seventh lowest score and, therefore, this teacher 

was not selected for participation in the study. Interestingly 

enough, school #8 also had a room which was large enough to be 

shared with another kindergarten teacher, but it was not until 

the author had made a fourth visit to school #8 to report the 

results of the study that it became evident that this situation 

existed. Part of the reason for this situation was due to the 

district's being on a year round schedule in a 45-15 plan so 

that the one class was on vacation during the observation by the 
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author. It is interesting to note this at this juncture in the 

dissertation, school #8 was an open space school with indications 

of the primary and intermediate levels working as individual 

classes rather than the type of cooperation occurring in the 

kindergartens of schools #1, #2, and #3. There was no indication 

in the other three visits by the author to school #8 of a team or 

cooperative type of an approach between the two teachers'other 

than a sharing of the same space. 

A third aspect is that the groups of parents designated 

as open and traditional do not match the initial design. Schools 

#3j #4, and #6 have only one group of parents. School #3 has 

four families designated as traditional and the children's self-

concept scores fall into the dissonance category. Schools #4 and 

#6 also had four families designated as traditional but the 

children's self-concept scores fall into the congruence category. 

Schools #7 and #8 have dotted lines for their open families pro

viding dissonance self-concept scores, since they each had only 

one family designated as open. Only four of the 21 dissonance 

self-concept scores were selected from the traditional teachers. 

A fourth contrast between Figure 1 and Figure 2 is the 

match of traditional teachers to traditional parents which may 

actually be a disagreement in role expectations and the match of 

those same teachers with the selected open parents may be an 

agreement of role expectations according to the raw score data. 

The teachers designated as open still show a great resemblance 
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to the predicted study design in Figure 1. Keeping this situa

tion in mind, the study has maintained its efficacy in that the 

original definition of congruence and dissonance allows for such 

a disparity. The choice of subjects is within the definitions 

provided for the study. 

Sample Selection 

The sample for this study was drawn from elementary 

schools in Southern Arizona. Administrators in two urban school 

districts were asked if their teachers could be invited to par

ticipate in the study. The largest district was first contacted 

in an effort to obtain all 30 teachers to answer the question

naire . The second district was added when less than 30 teachers 

were available in the first district. The two districts had a 

total of 116 kindergarten teachers. Over half of these teachers 

were in schools with federal projects and other types of projects 

in progress or they had recently completed projects; therefore, 

it was suggested that they should be left out of the study unless 

other teachers were unable to meet the needs. Thirty-four teach

ers in the first district and 10 teachers in the second district 

were requested to participate in the study by answering the ques

tionnaire. Letters, explaining the project (Appendix F) and re

questing the participation of kindergarten teachers, were sent 

to the principals of the 34 teachers in the first district. 

Nineteen responded affirmatively. The 10 teachers in the second 

district were given an oral presentation by the author and asked 
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if they would participate. All 10 teachers agreed to answer the 

questionnaire; however, the author later learned, when three of 

the 10 were included in the study, that some of the teachers did 

not understand what they had agreed to and were somewhat hesitant 

to proceed in the study. 

Seven teachers from the first district and three teachers 

from the second district were selected to be a part of the study. 

Two from the first district and three from the second district 

scored highest, range 84-94, and were designated as holding tra

ditional role expectations for students. Five teachers from the 

first district scored lowest, range 34-46, and were designated 

as holding open role expectations for students. The teachers' 

questionnaire scores are listed in Table 1. 

At the beginning of November, each teacher was given an 

envelope for each student in the morning kindergarten. The en

velopes (to be given to the parents of each child) contained a 

letter of explanation, two questionnaires, a permission form for 

the parents to give their permission for the self-concept test 

to be given to their children, and a self-addressed, stamped en

velope addressed to the author. The percentage of returns are 

listed for the individual schools in Table 2 . 

All of the returns were coded and scored on the computer 

at The University of Arizona Computer Center, The scores for the 

mothers and fathers were averaged to obtain a score for parents' 

role expectation. The four highest and the four lowest average 
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Table 1. Parents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation 
Questionnaire Scores for All Teachers 

Highest Scores— Middle Scores— Lowest Scores— 
Retained in Study" Eliminated from Study Retained in Study 

84 53 63 74 34 

84 55 64 78 36 

85 57 67 79 37 

89 61 68 81 44 

94 61 73 81 46 

62 74 83 

*One high score of 86 was eliminated from the study 
because the teacher taught afternoon kindergarten. 

Table 2. Percentage of Questionnaires Returned from Parents 

School 

No. of Parents 
Who Were Sent 
Questionnaires 

No. of Parents 
Who Returned 
Questionnaires 

Percentage of 
Questionnaires 

Returned 

1 135 102 76% 

2 108 92 90% 

3 66 27 41% 

4 50 39 78% 

5 42 27 64% 

6 67 40 59% 

7 36 23 64% 

8 48 26 54% 

Total 552 376 68% 
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scores were selected for each classroom to represent parents with 

open or traditional role expectations; however, problems appeared 

when the four lowest average scores were higher than 100 or when 

the four highest average scores were lower than 115. Since these 

scores were so close to the average score for parents, it was not 

felt that they could be logically designated open or traditional. 

In such cases, families were eliminated from the study. There 

are three exceptions to this decision: family #38 in school #1 

and families #1 and #7 in school #5. Family #38 was in a school 

with an average parent score of 99 and, therefore, considered to 

be traditional for that particular school. Families #1 and #7 

in school #5 were also included since school #5 had an average 

parent score of 93. Using this rule, it was found that some 

schools had only four families, with only two classes having 

nearly the number of subjects available which were designated 

for the study. The breakdown for parent scores and averages is 

in Appendix D and the selection of families for the study is 

shown in Table 3. 

In January, 1975, the author visited each classroom for 

one hour to observe the class and score the observation by using 

the Observation Scale. The scores for this scale are listed in 

Chapter 3, The Observation Scale. The observation was used to 

confirm the results of the questionnaire and to show that what 

was a belief of teachers was being translated into practice in 

the classroom. Reschly and Sabers (1974, p. 677) said that 
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Table 3. Scores and Averages of Parents Whose Children Were 
Selected by the Use of the Role Expectation 
Questionnaire 

School Family Mother's Father's Average 
Number Number Score Score Score 

1 5 139 139 139 
17 129 107 118 
19 73 97 85 
21 77 68 73 
23 116 136 126 
30 61 74 68 
31 126 132 129 
33 54 40 47 
36 122 129 126 
38 115 111 113 
40 65 68 67 
44 80 80 80 
55 76 59 68 
59 145 145 145 

2 1 119 120 120 
3 122 122 122 
6 128 117 123 
12 89 83 86 
14 89 77 83 
16 61 97 79 
27 120 121 121 
35 123 120 122 
37 100 64 82 
39 124 124 124 
49 87 104 96 
50 122 122 122 

3 4 123 123 123 
6 109 126 118 
7 122 114 118 
10 127 119 123 

4 1 122 124 123 
7 122 122 122 
10 113 116 115 
23 136 137 137 
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Table 3, Continued 

School Family Mother's Father's Average 
Number Number Score Score Score 

5 1 104 121 111 
7 108 117 113 
8 59 61 60 
10 65 81 73 

6 1 125 125 125 
6 138 141 140 
12 143 143 143 
19 124 117 121 

7 6 130 130 130 
7 104 94 99 
8 130 128 129 
10 128 128 128 
12 124 133 129 

8 2 129 118 124 
4 127 112 120 
5 127 124 126 
9 74 102 88 
11 134 118 126 
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.  . n o  res e a r c h e r  o r  pr o g r a m  e v a l u a t o r  s h o u l d  a t t e m p t  t o  g e n 

eralize about the effects of open education unless the degree of 

implementation is systematically measured." 

During March, 1975, the author gave self-concept tests to 

the children from each of the designated families listed in 

Table 3. The Pictorial Self-Concept Test is a group test for 

grades K-4 (see Appendix C). The author learned that it was 

easier and less time consuming to test two children at one time. 

A trial use of the test with children, not included in the study, 

but whose parents gave permission for their testing were tested 

four at a time. It was found that an excessive amount of student 

interaction with some children who were suggesting the proper 

card sorting for other children might interfere with the test re

sults. However, two children working at one time proved quite 

satisfactory. Only one child was absent when the author visited 

for testing and that student was tested at a later date. 

The study started in October with all 10 classes of morn

ing kindergarten students, in order that all children could be 

given the self-concept test in the morning at approximately the 

same time of day. Since school #1 changed two classes from morn

ing to afternoon kindergarten, that school had all of the tests 

administered in the afternoon, while the other classes had their 

tests administered in the morning. The teacher in school #7 re

signed about three weeks before the self-concept tests were ad

ministered; therefore, the scores for that classroom may have 
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been affected since the new teacher was not observed and did not 

take the questionnaire. The teacher at school #5 was out of 

school for approximately one month; however, the author feels 

that her influence in the classroom was not disturbing enough to 

invalidate the scores for the study. School #3 started the year 

with two morning kindergarten classes in one large room with two 

teachers. When the self-concept test was given, the classes were 

working in separate rooms and two of the children had been 

switched from the teacher in this study to the other classroom 

teacher for about a three-week period. Therefore, the scores for 

school #3 may not suit the intentions of the study design. 

When considering the possible effects from the interven

ing factors discussed above, the author used all of the scores 

to test the statistical hypothesis of the study and then repeated 

the procedure after eliminating the scores from schools #1, #3, 

and #7. 

Instruments for Collecting the Data 

The author reviewed tests and questionnaires in the lit

erature before making the decision concerning which ones would 

be used in the study. The following is a discussion of the in

struments and the criteria used for selection, information on 

its reliability and validity, and how the scale was used in the 

study. 
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Parents' and Teachers' Role 
Expectation Questionnaire 

In recent years, there has appeared an abundance of ques

tionnaires directed toward measuring teacher attitudes toward 

open education (Barth 1971, Evans 1971, Traub et al. 1972, 

Reschly and Sabers 1974). In most cases, the vocabulary and 

sentence content were suitable for teachers, but it was felt that 

many parents would be unable to understand the meaning of the 

sentence content. A questionnaire was needed which could be used 

for both parents and teachers. The second and most important 

reason, which precluded the use of the above mentioned tests, 

scales, or questionnaires, was the need for behavioral prescrip

tions of the student and complementary roles. This information 

was needed since role is defined as behavior prescriptions. Each 

attitude, belief, or assumption was stated in the form of what 

was expected to occur in the classroom as a role prescription. 

The questionnaire was developed using questions and ideas 

from many sources (Barth 1971, Walberg and Thomas 1971, Evans 

1971, Katz 1972, Reschly and Sabers 1974). These sources pro

vided the basic assumptions, attitudes, and beliefs which 

designate open and traditional education. The scales by Barth 

(1971), Evans (1971), and Reschly and Sabers (1974) have all been 

shown to be valid in distinguishing between open and traditional 

teachers; therefore, the role prescriptions developed were from 

attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions held by the two types of 

teachers. Further work toward a valid questionnaire was obtained 
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by subjecting the statements to the critical analysis of educa

tional workers. Two trial forms were answered and analyzed by 

50 students in graduate courses at The University of Arizona in 

1974. From these data a pilot test was constructed (containing 

36 statements in a Likert type scale of summated ratings). 

A total of 34 people, 18 parents and 16 kindergarten 

teachers, assisted in the pilot test. The first 25 statements 

were phrased in terms of student and teacher role behaviors. 

Five of the remaining 11 statements were not phrased in this 

form. A correlation for each statement to the total test was run 

for the pilot study. The first 25 statements which had the high

est correlation were compiled into the final form of the ques

tionnaire (Nunnally 1967). 

The item correlation coefficients range from .55 to .89 

for the 25 statements in the final questionnaire. The reliabili

ty of the questionnaire as indicated by the coefficient of alpha 

(Nunnally 1967) is .96 for all of the subjects in the pilot test. 

The coefficient of alpha for the parents was .96 and the coef

ficient of alpha for the teacher group was .91. 

On all 36 items in the pilot study the mean for the par

ents was 115.7778 and the mean for the teachers was 91.1250. The 

standard deviations respectively were 35.7254 and 22.6536. An 

analysis of variance showed a significant difference between the 

two groups at a .05 level (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Analysis of Variance of Parents' and Teachers' Role 
Expectation Questionnaire Scores in the Pilot Study 

Source df SS MS f Ratio 

Between groups 1 5148.0801 5148.0801 5.604* 

Within groups 32 29394.8611 918.5894 

Total 33 34542.9412 

^Significant beyond the .05 level. 

The parents' range was 59 to 165 and the teachers' range 

was 56 to 135 with a possible range for the items being 36 to 

216. The final questionnaire has a range of 25 to 150. Scoring 

high on the questionnaire is an indication of traditional role 

expectations and scoring low is an indication of open role ex

pectations. There are no cut off points to designate traditional 

or open individuals. 

Some of the questionnaire items are scored in reverse; 

e.g., item #1 would require a 6 5 4 3 2 1 scale. When the indi

vidual circled the scale #2, agree, his score would be 5. The 

following items are reversed: 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 

16, 19, 23, 24. 

Further reliability and validity considerations are dis

cussed in the analysis of the data. 
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Pictorial Self-Concept Scale 

A number of criteria were used in the selection of this 

test. This test had to be usable with kindergarten children, it 

had to have been used in previous research to show its validity 

and reliability, and it had to be easy to administer in a short 

period of time. 

The Pictorial Self-Concept Scale is designed for use with 

children in grades K-4 (Boleo, Felker, and Barnes 1971). The de

signers administered the scale to 1,813 subjects in 56 class

rooms. A split half reliability of .85 corrected for length was 

obtained. A significant relationship between scores on the Pic

torial Self-Concept Scale and the Piers and Harris Self-Concept 

Scale show some evidence of concurrent validity. 

According to Boleo et al. (1971) this scale has been used 

by the following authors for research with success: Storm (1968), 

Desrosiers (1968), Sun (1969), and Zoppetti (1967). The scale 

was also used in a study reported by Hauserman (1974) at the an

nual meeting of the American Psychological Association. 

The test, consisting of 50 cards with cartoon characters, 

is a group administered test. The test is given with verbal in

structions and the children are expected to sort the cards into 

three piles: like me, not like me, and sometimes like me. The 

placement of the cards is recorded by the teacher. 
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Observation Scale 

An observation scale was used, as indicated in the review 

of the literature, to ascertain if teachers were translating 

their behavior prescriptions into classroom procedure (Reschly 

and Sabers 1974). This observation scale was also used to assist 

in the validation of the questionnaire. 

The observation scale used is the one reported in the 

literature by Evans (1971) and validated by Walberg and Thomas 

(1972). 

The observation consists of 50 items with a four point 

scale. Some of the items are reversed so that some scale scores 

are totaled (see Appendix B). 

Statistical Procedures 

Due to the selection process designed to establish which 

children would take the self-concept test, a nonparametric sta

tistical method was employed on the self-concept scores (Dinham 

1974). Since the data are continuous, a two-sample goodness-of-

fit procedure, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test, provided 

a comparison of the entire distributions (Siegel 1956). 

For a comparison of the questionnaire scores and the ob

servation scale scores, both continuous scales, the Pearson 

Product-Moment Coefficient, r, was chosen (Dinham 1974). The 

point-biserial coefficient, rpb, was chosen for a comparison of 

the teachers' questionnaire scores and the designation of open 
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or traditional teacher by an administrator. The scale provides 

continuous data while the administrator1s ratings are in the form 

of a dichotomy. 



CHAPTER 3 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

This study is a descriptive, exploratory study which ex

amined self-concept and student role prescriptions involving the 

complementary role positions of teacher and parents. The analy

sis of the data involved more than a mere testing of the research 

hypotheses, but in addition, required an examination of all in

formation gathered in order to make recommendations for future 

experimental studies which may use some of the techniques and 

information described herein. The data are presented in the 

order in which it has been collected: the results of the Par

ents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation Questionnaire, the 

Observation Scale, the self-concept scores, the hypotheses tests 

for the study, and additional statistical results. 

Data Collected With Research Instruments 

Three instruments were used in the study to gather the 

research data: the Parents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expec

tation Questionnaire developed by the author; the Observation 

Scale reported by Evans (1971); and the Pictorial Self-Concept 

Scale developed by Boleo, Felker, and Barnes (1971). The author 

used each of the instruments in the order presented. The data 

54 
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collected by the use of each instrument are presented separately 

followed by the data analysis. 

Parents' and Teachers' Classroom 
Role Expectation Questionnaire 

The scores for all of the parents who responded are shown 

in Appendix D and the scores for the teachers are listed in Table 

1. Table 5 gives some descriptive statistical information con

cerning the total sample of parents for individual schools. The 

differences from school to school are quite divergent but when 

one compared the results of the variable open teacher with the 

traditional teacher in a school these differences appear minimal. 

Table 6 uses the parents' questionnaire scores separated into 

parents from schools with an open teacher and those schools with 

a traditional teacher. The mean, median, and standard deviation 

for the open schools are obtained by grouping the parents' scores 

from schools #1, #2, and #3. The same information for the tradi

tional schools is obtained by grouping the parents' scores from 

schools #4, #5, #6, #7, and #8. 

Time, money, and the intent of the study kept the author 

from using the computer to analyze all of the data. The differ

ences between parents from the open schools and those from the 

traditional schools may or may not be significantly different. 

There are indications that mothers may have scored more openly 

than fathers at a significant level. Concerning role prescrip

tions for children in school, the literature does not designate 
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Table 5. Parent Scores on the Questionnaire 

Group Mean Median 
Standard 
Deviation 

All 106.157 108.417 18.172 

School 1 99.755 99.500 21.763 

School 2 107.714 110.250 14.773 

School 3 112.259 113.500 11.957 

School 4 108.692 111.000 • 12.259 

School 5 93.036 94.000 17.654 

School 6 108.975 108.500 19.578 

School 7 119.913 119.750 10.211 

School 8 113.308 114.000 13.853 

Table 6. Parent Questionnaire Scores from Open and Traditional 
Schools 

Standard 
Group Mean Median Deviation 

Open 104.582 107.250 18.637 

Traditional 108.378 110.700 17.314 



whether the mother or the father is the most influential. There

fore, the scores from each family were averaged to obtain scores 

usable in the study design and responses to the questionnaire 

from single parent families in which only one of the married 

partners answered were eliminated from possible selection. 

The Observation Scale 

The author using the Observation Scale spent one hour in 

each teacher's classroom. Table 7 shows the scores for each 

teacher by school. The scores have a possible range of 50 to 

2 00. The same scale was used by Alfonso (1973); however, he de

leted statements 12, 15, 22, 35, 40, 44, and 47 from the scale, 

since in the report by Evans (1971) she found that these items 

are not discriminating items. Table 8 shows a comparison of the 

means obtained for the study compared to those found by Evans. 

In addition, the means obtained when the non-discrominating items 

are eliminated are listed in comparison to the means obtained by 

Alfonso. 

The means for this study are very similar to those re

ported by Evans (1971); however, the scores adjusted to the scale 

used by Alfonso show a great difference from his reported means. 

The means reported in Table 8 for Alfonso (1973) are all of the 

subjects in his study before selection of those teachers whom he 

rated as open or traditional for research purposes. From all of 

the teachers rated in Alfonso's study, those selected in the 

final comparisons had a mean score of 120.25 for open teachers 
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Table 7. Observation Scale Scores for Teachers 

Open Schools Traditional Schools 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Scores 173 

181 

155 

* 165* 

159 132 155 117 121 107 

"Two scores are shown since two teachers were present and 
observed for one hour each. 

Table 8. Comparisons of the Mean Scores Obtained for the 
Observation Scale; Pullen, Evans, and Alfonso 

Pullen Evans Alfonso 

Open 166.6 163.17 

Traditional 126.4 117.46 

Open 146.8 102.24 

Traditional 110.4 88.52 
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and 84.23 for the traditional teachers. These scores vary con

siderably from the scores obtained in the present study. 

Self-Concept Test Scores 

Children were selected on the basis of their families' 

average questionnaire score as shown in Table 3, under Sample 

Selection. The Pictorial Self-Concept Scale was administered to 

each child by the author and the results are listed by schools 

in Table 9. 

Hypotheses Tests for the Study 

All 53 self-concept scores were used in testing the re

search and statistical hypotheses listed in Chapter 1, Hypothe

ses. Table 10 shows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test for 

all 53 scores (Siegel 1956). Table 11 shows the same statistical 

testing procedure using 29 scores by eliminating the scores from 

schools #1, #3, and #7 due to the reasons specified in the dis

cussion in Chapter 2, Sample Selection. 

The statistical null hypothesis for the study was stated 

as follows: 

HQ: The samples drawn from two populations have the same 

distribution. 

In both statistical procedures, using 53 self-concept 

scores and using 29 self-concept scores, the null hypothesis was 

accepted. The sample of self-concept scores drawn from the popu

lation of kindergarten children having congruent expectations has 
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Table 9. Self-Concept Scores for the Children 

School Number Family Number Self-Concept Scores 

5 51.1 
17 50.7 
19 57.8 
21 49.9 
23 53.1 
30 65.9 
31 54.5 
33 55.8 
36 62.1 
38 50.2 
40 53.9 
44 58.1 
55 59.6 61.2* 
59 55.9 

1 64.5 
3 56.9 
6 69.3 
12 63.9 
14 61.4 
16 61.2 
27 66.5 
35 51.3 
37 61.7 
39 62.2 
49 73.5 
50 65.1 

4 50.0 
6 62.5 
7 49.9 
10 50.6 

1 76.6 
7 64.1 
10 57.1 
23 57.7 

1 57.9 
7 65.5 
8 66.0 
10 61.2 
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Table 9, Continued 

School Number Family Number Self-Concept Scores 

6 1 48.6 
6 49.9 
12 53.3 
19 55.4 

7 6 55.7 
7 70.9 
8 50.2 
10 57.3 
12 55.8 

8 2 52.5 
4 50.4 
5 59.0 
9 67.9 
11 48.0 

^Family had twin girls enrolled in the same classroom. 
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Table 10. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test: Analysis of 
Congruence and Dissonance Between Parents and 
Teachers Using Self-Concept Scores for Fifty-Three 
Children 

Self-Concept Scores 

S31 

S22 

48. 0 51.6 55.2 58. 8 62.4 66. ,0 69. ,6 73, 
51. 5 55.1 58.7 62. 3 65.9 69. , 5 73. ,1 76 

Congruence 6 3 10 6 4 0 0 2 
31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 

Dissonance 7 2 2 3 3 4 1 0 
22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 

i ,194 .291 . 614 .808 .937 . 937 ,937 1. 000 

t ,318 .409 . 500 .636 .772 . 954 1. ,000 1. 000 

S31 

S22 

.124 .118 .114 .172 .165 .017 .063 

Statistical Hypotheses: 

HQ: The samples drawn from the two populations have the same 
distribution. 

H^: The samples drawn from the two populations have different 
distributions. 

Decision Rule: The null hypothesis may be rejected for 
a = .05 if x2 5.99 (df = 2). 

Test Statistic and Computations: 

x2 = 4D2 —„ 2 = (.1183)(12.87) = 1.522 
nl + n2 

Decision: The null hypothesis may not be rejected. 

Conclusion: Self-concept scores for children having a congruence 
of role prescriptions are not different from scores 
for children having a dissonance of role 
prescriptions. 
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Table 11. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test: Analysis of 
Congruence and Dissonance Between Parents and 
Teachers Using Self-Concept Scores for Twenty-Nine 
Children 

Self-Concept Scores 

48.0 51.6 55.2 58.8 62.4 66.0 69.6 73.2 
51.5 55.1 58.7 62.3 65.9 69.5 73.1 76.7 

S-, q Congruence 42443002 
19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

S-, n Dissonance 10122400 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Sig .211 .316 .527 .738 .896 .896 .896 1.000 

S1Q .100 .100 .200 .400 .600 1.000 1.000 1.000 

.111 .216 .327 .338 .296 .104 .104 

Statistical Hypotheses: 

HQ." The samples drawn from the two populations have the same 
distribution. 

H^: The samples drawn from the two populations have different 
distributions. 

Decision Rule: The null hypothesis may be rejected for 
a = .05 if x2 > 5.99 (df = 2). 

Test Statistic and Computations: 

2 2 nln2 
x = 4D 

ni + n2— = (.4569X6.55) = 2.99 

Decision: The null hypothesis may not be rejected. 

Conclusion: Self-concept scores for children having a congruence 
of role prescriptions are not different from scores 
for children having a dissonance of role 
prescriptions. 
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the same distribution as the sample of self-concept scores drawn 

from the population of kindergarten children having dissonant ex

pectations. No difference is apparent in the sample for self-

concept scores when children are in situations where a congruence 

of role expectations are present in comparison to the situation 

where a dissonance of role expectations are present. 

Additional Statistical Procedures 

The statistical test procedure, Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-

Sample Test, was used for additional analysis of sex differences, 

differences attributable to teachers' scores on the questionnaire, 

and differences due to parents' scores on the questionnaire. No 

differences were found in the first two comparisons but the par

ents' score on the questionnaire produced a statistical differ

ence at the .05 level of confidence. The procedure and results 

are summarized in Tables 12, 13, and 14 respectively. 

Table 12 summarizes the statistical procedure to test for 

differences between males and females. The value of D at .194 is 

not significant. The samples for the two populations have the 

same distribution. 

Table 13 summarizes the statistical procedure to test for 

differences between the children with an open rated teacher and 

the children with a traditional rated teacher. The value of D at 

.115 is not significant. The samples have the same distribution. 

Table 14 summarizes the statistical procedure to test for 

differences between the children from families rated open and 
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Table 12. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test: Analysis of 
Self-Concept Scores Between Males and Females 

Self-Concept Scores 

48.8 51. 6 55.2 58. 8 62. 4 66.0 69.6 73.2 
51.5 55. 1 58.7 62. 3 65. 9 69.5 73.1 76.7 

Male 4 1 5 3 4 3 0 1 
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

Female 9 4 7 6 3 1 1 1 
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 

S21 .190 .238 .476 .619 .800 .943 .943 1.000 

s32 .281 .406 .625 .813 .907 .938 .969 1.000 

.091 .168 .149 .194 .107 .005 .026 

Statistical Hypotheses: 

HQ: The samples drawn from the two populations have the same 
distribution. 

H^: The samples drawn from the two populations have different 
distributions. 

Decision Rule: The null hypothesis may be rejected for 
a = .05 if X"2 5.99 (df = 2). 

Test Statistic and Computations: 

X2 = 4D2 —„ 12 = (.3148)(12.68) = 3.99 
1 2 

Decision: The null hypothesis may not be rejected. 

Conclusion: Self-concept scores for the sample of females were 
not different than the scores for the sample of 
males. 
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Table 13. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test: Analysis of 
Self-Concept Scores Between Children With Teachers 
Rated Open and Children With Teachers Rated 
Traditional 

Self-Concept Scores 

48.8 51.6 55.2 58.8 62.4 66.0 69.6 73.2 
51.5 55.1 58.7 62.3 65.9 69.5 73.1 76.7 

S-7-i Open 8 
5 3T 

S99 Traditional 5 
22 

3 5 7 5 2 0 1 
31 31 31 31 31 31 31 

2 7 2 2 2 1 1 
22 22 22 22 22 22 22 

S31 .258 .353 .514 .740 .901 .966 .966 1.000 

S22 .227 .311 .629 .720 .811 .902 .948 1.000 

.031 .042 .115 .020 .090 .054 .018 

Statistical Hypotheses: 

HQ: The samples drawn from the two populations have the same 
distribution. 

Hft: The samples drawn from the two populations have different 
distributions. 

Decision Rule: The null hypothesis may be rejected for 
a = .05 if x2 > 5.99 (df = 2). 

Test Statistic and Computations: 

9 9 nln2 
X2 = 4D2 — + — = (.-529)(12.87) = .6808 

Decision: The null hypothesis may not be rejected. 

Conclusion: Self-concept scores for the children with open rated 
teachers were not different than scores for the 
children with traditional rated teachers. 
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Table 14. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test: Analysis of 
Self-Concept Scores Between Children With Parents 
Rated Open and Children With Parents Rated 
Traditional 

Self-Concept Scores 

48.0 51.6 55.2 58.8 62.4 66.0 69.6 73.2 
51.5 55.1 58.7 62.3 65.9 69.5 73.1 76.7 

S17 Open _1 
17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 

S35 Traditional 12 _4 _9 _3 _5 _2_ __0 _1 
36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 

S1? .059 .118 .294 .647 .765 .883 .942 1.000 

S36 .333 .444 .694 .777 .916 .972 .972 1.000 

.274 .326 .400 .130 .151 .089 .030 

Statistical Hypotheses: 

HQ: The samples drawn from the two populations have the same 
distribution. 

H-^: The samples drawn from the two populations have different 
distributions. 

Decision Rule: The^null hypothesis may be rejected for 
a = .05 if x2 > 5.99 (df = 2). 

Test Statistic and Computations: 

X2 = 4D2 —n I — = (.64X11.55) = 7.39 

Decision: The null hypothesis is rejected. 

Conclusion: The self-concept scores for children with parents 
rated as open are significantly higher scores than 
the scores for children with parents rated 
traditional. 
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children from families rated traditional. The value of D at .400 

is significant at the .05 level. The samples from the two popu

lations have different distributions. The self-concept scores 

for children from open rated families were distributed around 

higher scores on the Pictorial Self-Concept Scale than the self-

concept scores for children from traditional rated families. 

Correlation procedures were used to help establish the 

validity of the questionnaire for its use with teachers. Using 

the Pearson Product-Moment, r, the author compared the observa

tion scores with the questionnaire scores (Dinham 1974). The 

correlation r = -.68 was obtained. A high score on the Observa

tion Scale represents the qualities of openness and this score 

is significantly related to a low score on the questionnaire 

which signifies open role expectations for children. Table 15 

summarizes the hypothesis test conducted to determine if the 

questionnaire and the Observation Scale are significantly re

lated for this sample. The value of r is significant beyond the 

.05 level. The coefficient of determination is .46. The con

comitant variation between the two distributions is 46%. A 

scatterplot is provided in Figure 3 to give visual information 

concerning the relationship of the questionnaire and observation 

scores for teachers. The scatterplot shows clearly two groups. 

The group of five teachers in the upper left side of the graph 

scored traditional on the questionnaire and all but one teacher 

scored well below the open rated teachers. The five teachers in 
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Table 15. Significance of the Correlation r = -.68, for the 
Questionnaire and Observation Scores 

Research Hypothesis: 

Parents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation scores for 
teachers and Observation Scale scores are negatively related. 

Statistical Hypotheses: 

Hq: p > 0 

Ha: p < 0 

Test Statistic: 

t = 

\Jl - r̂  

Decision Rule: 

The null hypothesis may be rejected for p = .05 if t < 
-1.860 (df = 8). 

Computations: 

-- -68^ = l-S"* = -2.623 

VI - .682 .733 

Decision: 

The null hypothesis may be rejected. 

Conclusion: 

Teachers' questionnaire scores and observation scale scores 
are negatively related for this sample. 
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Figure 3. Scatterplot for the Correlation of Teachers' 
Questionnaire and Observation Scores 
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the lower right corner scored low on the questionnaire, open role 

expectations, and scored high on the Observation Scale, practic

ing open education. Presumably, those teachers who scored in the 

middle of the questionnaire scale would have scored in the middle 

range of the Observation Scale. 

Another correlation procedure was performed using the 

questionnaire scores for teachers in the district where the ad

ministrator in charge of the kindergarten program designated 

teachers as possibly open or traditional. The administrator 

attempted to classify all of the teachers, who responded that 

they would participate in the study, as either open teachers or 

traditional teachers. The administrator was not able to cate

gorize three of the teachers due to a feeling that there might 

be a mixture of assumptions present. The point biserial coeffi

cient for the remaining 16 teachers was .62. This correlation 

coefficient was tested for significance and the summary of the 

procedure is in Table 16. The questionnaire designated teachers 

as open or traditional (who were known by the administrator to be 

open or traditional). The coefficient of determination is .38. 

The validity of the questionnaire for use with teachers 

to designate if they hold open or traditional role expectations 

for children at the kindergarten level would appear to have been 

established by the two correlation procedures presented. 

A reliability coefficient was established for the Par

ents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation Questionnaire 
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Table 16. Significance of the Correlation rpb = .62, for the 
Relationship Between Teachers' Questionnaire Scores 
and the Categories of Open and Traditional as 
Designated by an Administrator 

Research Hypothesis: 

Parents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation scores for 
teachers and the categorization by an administrator are 
positively related. 

Statistical Hypotheses: 

H0: Ppb i 0 

HA: ppb > 0 

Test Statistic: 

t.:WEL 
\A - rPb2 

Decision Rule: 

The null hypothesis may be rejected for p = .05 if t > 
+1.761 (df =14). 

Computations: 

. _ .62n/I4* _ 2.30985 0 n_ 
^ I 4*2 * 93 

v/l - .622 .789 

Decision: 

The. null hypothesis may be rejected. 

Conclusion: 

Teachers' questionnaire scores and the authority's designa
tion of open or traditional are positively related for the 
sample. 
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using the scores from all of the parents and teachers in the 

study. The coefficient of alpha was .93. 

Summary of the Results 

Using the questionnaire, the author designated parents 

and teachers as open or traditional. After observing and classi

fying the 10 teachers as open or traditional, the author used the 

Observation Scale to help validate the questionnaire. Fifty-

three families were selected on the basis of congruence and dis

sonance of expectations with their children's teacher. The 

children from each of the families were asked to take the Pic

torial Self-Concept Test. 

The group of children having congruent expectations was 

compared to the group of children having dissonant expectations 

with the idea that the self-concept scores would be higher for 

the group with congruent expectations. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Two-Sample Test was used for the statistical procedure. The null 

hypothesis was accepted. The samples from the two populations 

had the same distribution. This result was true when all 53 

scores were analyzed and when only 29 scores were used due to the 

uncontrollable circumstances in three schools. 

Additional use was made of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-

Sample Test to look at differences due to sex, teachers' scores 

on the questionnaire, and parents' scores on the questionnaire. 

There were no differences discerned in self-concept scores be

tween boys and girls or between children in open or traditional 
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classrooms. Children whose parents were rated open did score 

significantly higher than children whose parents were rated as 

traditional. 

Two correlation procedures were used to help establish 

the validity of the questionnaire. The Pearson Product-Moment, 

r, revealed a significant negative relationship between the ques

tionnaire and the Observation Scale. The point-biserial, rp^, 

revealed a significant relationship between an administrator's 

rating of teachers and the scores of the teachers on the 

questionnaire. 

The reliability coefficient of alpha for all of the par

ents and teachers on the questionnaire was .93. 



CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following discussion attempts to summarize the study, 

present the conclusions which may be drawn from the analysis pro

cedures, and make recommendations for future research involving 

open education and children's self-concept. 

Summary 

Research concerning open education and especially its re

lationship to the growth of a positive self-concept has evolved 

during the last 10 years. Several studies have found no signifi

cant differences between the self-concepts of children in classes 

designated open as compared to the self-concepts of children in 

classes designated as traditional. McCorkle (1974) did find dif

ferences in the children who had been in an open school for at 

least four years. The continuous search for higher self-concepts 

in open education, which authorities assert is present, has not 

involved the effect of parental assumptions for education. Since 

parents are the most significant others in a child's development 

of a self-concept, a control of their influence would be neces

sary when a researcher studies young children and factors within 

the school. 
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This study proposed that parents' classroom role expecta

tions would be transmitted to their children and that children 

might experience a role conflict when the teacher held different 

role expectations for the classroom. The study's rationale con

sidered role theory and self-concept theory as being intercon

nected in many facets. The self-concept of an individual centers 

on his role positions, each role position is given a positive or 

negative value, and the individual's acquired values are related 

to the significant others in his success or failures in his role. 

A role conflict, therefore, may help to devalue a student's 

self-concept. 

Parents' classroom role expectations were dichotomized 

into categories defined as open or traditional. High scores on 

the Parents' and Teachers' Classroom Role Expectation Question

naire were considered to represent traditional role expectations 

and low scores represented open role expectations. Teachers and 

parents were scored on the same instrument and designated open or 

traditional in a like manner. Role conflict was assumed to be 

experienced by children from families whose average scores were 

on the opposite end of the scale in comparison to the teachers' 

scores. A congruence of role expectations, when parents and 

teachers scored at the same end of the continuum, would presum

ably present little conflict in the role for the child. 

The kindergarten level was chosen in that children would 

be experiencing their first contacts with public school. In such 



cases, the role expectations learned at home would not be placed 

in conflict with a teacher's expectation until this first experi

ence. The child, however, would be in a situation in which he 

would react in some fashion to the possible role conflict. The 

expectation by the author was that children facing a role con

flict, whether in an open or traditional classroom, would show a 

lower self-concept, since some children do experience failure in 

their role positions. However, the group of children meeting 

role agreement would be better able to succeed as a group and 

would show a higher self-concept. 

The author's observation of each teacher and classroom 

was rated on the Observation Scale to assist him in validating 

the questionnaire scores and to establish that teachers were pro

viding the atmosphere they described in answering the 

questionnaire. 

Each child selected was tested with the Pictorial Self-

Concept Scale. The author analyzed the scores using the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test for detecting significant 

differences. The resulting information was expected to indicate 

whether experimental methods should be used to verify a causal 

relationship. 

Conclusions 

The statistical null hypothesis for this study was ac

cepted. The research hypothesis that children would show a lower 



self-concept for dissonance in role expectations was not shown 

for this sample. 

Further analysis provided indications that the self-

concept scores for children from families designated as open were 

significantly higher than the self-concept scores for children 

from families designated as traditional. Since this was a 

descriptive study, there cannot be a generalization from this 

sample for all children. The results of this analysis may have 

been influenced due to the selection process used in the study. 

The questionnaire was shown to be reliable and valid in 

designating teachers as open or traditional. Teachers' scores 

were significantly different from parents' scores. Parents' 

scores were extremely traditional in all schools with the pos

sible exception of school #5. There was little evidence that 

parents whose children attend open schools have been influenced 

in their expectations, because these parents scored very similar

ly to those parents whose children attend traditional schools. 

This lack of influence may be due to the fact that the selection 

of kindergarten families who are sending children to the school 

for the first time have not had contact with the philosophy of 

the school personnel. However, this lack of influence may also 

be an indication of the need for the school to present its 

philosophy to the community or reconsider some of its ideas in 

terms of what some of the parents expect for the schools. If 

further studies indicate that parents can provide higher 
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self-concepts through open role expectations, it would indicate a 

need for the school to do a better job of educating the parents 

in the philosophy of open education. 

Recommendations 

The study was conducted as a feasibility study in an area 

of research where it is extremely difficult to control interven

ing variables. Before constructing an experimental study in this 

area, the author felt that a descriptive study would provide in

dications of variables that need to be controlled, of methods to 

illuminate flaws in the research design, as well as some indica

tion that the research hypothesis established can be measurable. 

The results of the study provided much in the way of information 

for future studies and some indications of present needs. The 

author offers the following recommendations: 

1. A study should be conducted to determine if role expecta

tions of parents affect student self-concept. 

2. Longitudinal studies should be considered to determine 

the effects on children's self-concept of open teachers 

and open atmosphere. 

3. In this study, the scores for the kindergarten teachers 

seem to show a close agreement by teachers. A study 

should be made to determine if the results found for 

kindergarten teachers hold true for teachers on higher 

grade levels. 



The open schools appear to need to do a better job in 

communicating their philosophy and role prescriptions 

for children to their communities. 

The large differences between traditional teachers and 

parents of their students suggest that the traditional 

schools also need to communicate their philosophy and 

role prescriptions for children to their communities. 



APPENDIX A 

PARENTSf AND TEACHERS' CLASSROOM 
ROLE EXPECTATIONS 

Directions: Circle the number which best represents your agree-
ment with the corresponding statement. Please 
circle one number for each statement. Do not circle 
more than one number for each statement. 

0) 
a) a; 
<u p 

0) tn 
0) a) tn as 
f-l a) r3 w 
fcn to •H 
< tn •H Q < 

n >, d) >> 
rH o o CD rH 
fcn P P u tn 
G 0) tn £ 
o d) TJ TJ 03 o 

f-4 C c w 
P tj) <u 0) •H P 
CO EH n CO 

1. What is needed in the modern classroom is 
a revival of the authority of the 
teacher. 12 3 4 5 6 

2. Children should not get up and move about 
the room without asking permission unless 
it is a choice time or free time provided 
by the teacher. 12 3 4 5 6 

3. Children should work most of the time on 
those things which interest them or 
which they are curious about. 12 3 4 5 6 

4. Children should have a choice so that 
they can be listening to a story while 
others might be doing different activi
ties such as math, art, science, etc. 12 3 4 5 6 

5. During the math time, all of the chil
dren should be doing math and not other 
activities. 12 3 4 5 6 
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6. A child can sit anywhere in the room and 
the chairs can be moved by the children 
when they want to move. 12 3 4 5 6 

7. The teacher should present lessons and 
assignments to the class as a group for 
most of the academic learning activities. 12 3 4 5 6 

8. Children should be given considerable 
choice in the selection of materials or 
textbooks they wish to work with and the 
choice of questions they wish to pursue 
with respect to those materials. 12 3 4 5 6 

9. The most efficient and proven way for 
children to learn, in most instances, 
is to have the teacher tell children in
formation and show them how to do skills, 
then have children practice what was 
presented. 12 3 4 5 6 

10. The teacher should schedule the work for 
the children to do in subject matter 
areas such as math time, reading time, 
art time, etc. 12 3 4 5 6 

11. Most children like and/or need direc
tion, supervision, due-dates, and 
grading of work. 12 3 4 5 6 

12. The teacher should make sure that chil
dren use materials only in the way they 
were told to use them. 12 3 4 5 6 

13. The teacher should compare the progress 
of the children in the classroom and 
report to parents by the use of a report 
card, since this gives the parent infor
mation about how a child is doing for 
that grade level. 12 3 4 5 6 
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(D 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Children should be allowed to choose to 
work in groups or change the groups them
selves without teacher direction. 

Most of the time children should be ex
pected to do their own work without get
ting help from other children. 

Children should be allowed to talk while 
they are doing their class work such as 
math, writing, reading, etc. 

Rather than each child getting a copy of 
one textbook, many different textbooks 
should be available for the different 
viewpoints or presentations. 

Children should be tested on what they 
are learning so that the teacher can 
tell who is doing things correctly and 
who needs help. 

Children are self-motivated and curious 
and they will want to learn what they 
need to learn. The teacher should not 
give lessons but be available to help 
when the children need it. 

Children may choose to leave the class
room and use other areas of the building 
and the schoolyard as part of their 
work time. 

0) <D 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

Children should provide many of the learn
ing materials for the classroom. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

22. Standards of work should not be the same 
for all children but should consider 
each child individually. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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23. Desks should be arranged so that every 
child can see the blackboard and the 
teacher from his seat. 

24. The teacher's responsibility is to im
part knowledge of specific subject 
matter and leave the personal problems 
for the parents to take care of at home. 

25. Children should spend most of their time 
in work on their own or in small groups 
at various activities rather than in a 
class group with teacher instruction. 

General Information: 

Your name 

sex 

occupation 

Your kindergarten child's name 

sex 

Is he/she the oldest child in the family? 

Directions for Scoring the Questionnaire 

The final questionnaire contains 25 items in a six-point 

Likert-type scale. The score for each item is added to the 

others to obtain a raw score. The possible range is from 25 to 

150. An individual scoring at the low end of the scale is 
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3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 



considered to hold open role expectations and the individual 

scoring at the high end of the scale is considered to hold tradi

tional role expectations. 

Some of the items have been reversed and the scale num

bers must be reversed before adding the scores, e.g., item #1 

would be scored a 5 if the subject circled the number 2. The 

following statements must have their scale score reversed: 

1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 19, 23, 24. 



APPENDIX B 

OBSERVATION SCALE* 

1. Texts and materials are supplied in class 
sets so that all children may have their 
own. 

2. Each child has a space for his personal 
storage and the major part of the class
room is organized for common use. 

3. Materials are kept out of the way until 
they are distributed. 

4. Many different activities go on 
s imult ane ou sly. 

5. Children are expected to do their own 
work without getting help from other 
children. 

6. Manipulative materials are supplied in 
great diversity and range, with little 
replication. 

7. Day is divided into large blocks of 
time within which children, with teach
er's help, determine their own routine. 

8. Children work individually and in small 
groups at various activities. 
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^Permission for reproduction has been granted by the copy
right holder. 
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9. Books are supplied in diversity and pro

fusion (including reference, children's 
literature). 

10. Children are not suppose to move about 
the room without asking permission. 

11. Desks are arranged so that every child 
can see the blackboard from his deak. 

12. The environment includes materials de
veloped by the teacher. 

13. Common environmental materials are 
provided. 

14. Children may voluntarily make use of 
other areas of the building and school
yard as part of their school time. 

15. The program includes the use of the 
neighborhood. 

16. Children use "books" written by their 
classmates as part of their reading 
and reference materials. 

17. Teacher prefers that children not talk 
when they are supposed to be working. 

18. Children voluntarily group and regroup 
themselves. 

19. The environment includes materials de
veloped or supplied by the children. 

20. Teacher plans and schedules the chil
dren's activities through the day. 
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21. Teacher makes sure children use materials 

only as instructed. 12 3 

22. Teacher groups children for lessons di
rected at specific needs. 12 3 

23. Children work directly with manipula
tive materials. 12 3 

24. Materials are readily accessible to 
children. 12 3 

25. Teacher promotes a purposeful atmosphere 
by expecting and enabling children to 
use time productively and to value their 
work and learning. 12 3 

26. Teacher uses test results to group chil
dren for reading and/or math. 12 3 

27. Children expect the teacher to correct 
all their work. 12 3 

28. Teacher bases her instruction on each 
individual child and his interaction 
with materials and equipment. 12 3 

29. Teacher gives children tests to find out 
what they know. 12 3 

30. The emotional climate is warm and 
accepting. 12 3 

31. The work children do is divided into 
subject matter areas,, 12 3 

32. The teacher1s lessons and assignments 
are given to the class as a whole. 12 3 
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33. To obtain diagnostic information, the 

teacher closely observes the specific 
work or concern of a child and asks im
mediate, experience-based questions. 12 3 4 

34. Teacher bases her instruction on curric
ulum guides or textbooks for the grade 
level she teaches. 12 3 4 

35. Teacher keeps notes and writes individ
ual histories of each child's intellec
tual, emotional, physical development. 12 3 4 

36. Teacher has children for a period of 
just one year. 12 3 4 

37. The class operates within clear guide
lines made explicit. 12 3 4 

38. Teacher takes care of dealing with con
flicts and disruptive behavior without 
involving the group. 12 3 4 

39. Children's activities, products, and 
ideas are reflected abundantly around 
the classroom. 12 3 4 

40. The teacher is in charge. 12 3 4 

41. Before suggesting any extension or re
direction of activity, teacher gives 
diagnostic attention to the particular 
child and his particular activity. 12 3 4 

42. The children spontaneously look at and 
discuss each other's work. 12 3 4 
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43. Teacher uses tests to evaluate children 
and rate them in comparison to their 
peers. 12 3 4 

44. Teacher uses the assistance of someone 
in a supportive, advisory capacity. 12 3 4 

45. Teacher tries to keep all children with
in her sight so that she can make sure 
they are doing what they are supposed 
to do. 12 3 4 

46. Teacher has helpful colleagues with whom 
she discussed teaching. 12 3 4 

47. Teacher keeps a collection of each 
child's work for use in evaluating his 
development. 12 3 4 

48. Teacher views evaluation as information 
to guide her instruction and provision
ing for the classroom. 12 3 4 

49. Academic achievement is the teacher's 
top priority for the children. 12 3 4 

50. Children are deeply involved in what 
they are doing. 12 3 4 

Directions for Scoring the Observation Scale 

The form consists of 50 items in a four-point scale. The 

score for each item is added to the other items to obtain a raw 

score. The possible range is from 50 to 200. An individual 
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scoring at the low end of the scale is considered to be a tradi

tional teacher and an individual scoring at the high end of the 

scale is considered to be an open teacher. 

Some of the items have been reversed and the scale numbers 

must be reversed before adding the scores. The following state

ments must have their scale score reversed: 1, 3, 5, 10, 11, 17, 

20, 21, 26, 27, 29, 31, 32, 34, 38, 43, 45, 49. 



APPENDIX C 

PICTORIAL SELF-CONCEPT SCALE* 

The following information was received with the purchase 

of the sets of cards from ED Corporation located at 822 North 

Salisbury Street, West Lafayette, Indiana 47906. The information 

has been retyped without changes in order to meet the format re

quirements for dissertation at The University of Arizona. 

Administering the Pictorial Self-Concept Scale 

Reason for test: To help us learn about how children see things. 
To make school a better place for children. THIS IS NOT A SCHOOL 
TEST. YOUR TEACHER WON'T SEE THIS. 

Check with teacher: Have teacher ready to help you gather tests. 

Be sure to get child's name on the small piece of paper. When 
cards are collected make sure blue paper with name is put into 
envelope with cards on the blue paper. Cards on pink sheet go 
into the middle envelope. 

Directions 

Boys and girls, my name is . Today we are 
going to do something that is NOT a school testbut is like a 
game. (Have teacher help in passing out cards, colored sheets, 
and small blue piece of paper. Make sure teacher sees there are 
boy cards and girl cards.) 

Does everyone have a blue sheet of paper, a pink sheet 
and a yellow sheet? Does everyone have a pack of pictures? 

^Permission for reproduction has been granted by the copy
right holder. 
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Put your colored paper on the desk with the blue on the 
left. (Show them by holding up papers, or drawing them on black
board, or taping the sheets to the blackboard—big blue at the 
left as you face the blackboard.) 

Now this is where the game begins. You each have a pack 
of pictures. In each picture there is a boy or girl with a star 
on his shirt or dress „ Do you see the child with the star on his 
shirt or dress on your first picture? So you are looking for the 
child that has the star on his shirt or dress . Sometimes there 
will be pictures with more than one child. Which child will you 
be looking for? (A. child with a star, etc.) If you think that 
the boy or girl with the star is like you, put the picture on the 
blue sheet of paper. (Point to sheets on board.) The blue sheet 
of paper is for pictures that are like you. If you think that 
the boy or girl with the star is sometimes like you, put the 
picture on the pink sheet of paper. The pink sheet of paper is 
for pictures that are sometimes like you. If you think that the 
boy or girl with the star is not at all like you, put the picture 
on the yellow sheet of paper. The yellow sheet of paper is for 
pictures that are not at all like you. 

If the picture of the child with the star is like you, 
where will you put the picture? (On blue.) If the picture of 
the child with the star is sometimes like you, where will you put 
the picture? (Pink.) If the picture of the child with the star 
is not at all like you, where will you put the picture? (Yellow.) 

Do you understand what you are going to do? When you 
have a question raise your hand and I'll help you. Remember you 
are the one to choose where your picture will go. When you are 
through, leave the pictures on the sheets of paper, raise your 
hand, and I will come to see you when I can. I might be busy so 
please leave the cards in the piles and wait. (Walk around, 
check layout.) 

The above information is included to give an indication of the 

procedure used in testing the subjects for the study. The other 

information was either too difficult to retype into the disserta

tion format without major changes or it was considered not needed 

for inclusion in the appendix. All information can be ordered 

from the previous address . 



APPENDIX D 

PAi<ENTS1 SCORES ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The scores for all of the parents who responded to the 

questionnaire are listed along with the average score when both 

parents returned a questionnaire. The scores are listed by 

school and each family is designated by a number under the head

ing FM. The score for the mother is listed first (MO), then the 

father's score (FA), and then the average of the two scores (AV). 

Some of the scores appear to be high enough or low enough 

to be included in the study, however, in each case parents either 

did not sign the self-concept permission form or specifically 

stated that their child should not participate in the study. 
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FM MO FA AV FM MO FA AV FM MO FA AV 

School #1 

1 93 129 106 21 77 68 73* 41 103 108 106 
2 110 110 110 22 88 115 102 42 98 108 103 
3 131 23 116 136 126* 43 113 
4 94 24 132 12 7 130 44 80 80 80* 
5 139 139 139* 25 99 45 89 
6 83 89 86 26 92 46 85 
7 36 27 105 103 104 47 75 94 85 
8 93 92 93 28 84 99 92 48 93 95 94 
9 104 98 101 29 106 112 109 49 108 107 108 
10 92 30 61 84 68* 50 79 109 94 
11 108 103 106 31 126 132 129* 51 90 99 95 
12 92 92 92 32 63 83 73 52 92 105 97 
13 98 111 105 33 54 40 47* 53 104 98 101 
14 124 100 112 34 101 115 107 54 122 
15 110 114 112 35 66 55 76 59 68** 
16 90 36 122 129 126* 56 96 73 85 
17 129 107 118" 37 121 57 92 126 109 
18 120 38 115 Ill 113* 58 106 
19 73 97 85* 39 82 110 96 59 145 145 145* 
20 116 40 65 68 67* 

School #2 

1 119 120 120* 19 105 — 37 100 64 82* 
2 122 20 107 106 107 38 113 111 112 
3 122 122 122* 21 129 99 114 39 124 124 124* 
4 111 115 113 22 134 122 128 40 93 124 109 
5 129 23 107 107 107 41 101 111 106 
6 128 117 123* 24 101 93 97 42 84 116 100 
7 90 79 85 25 107 107 107 43 113 114 114 
8 121 121 121 26 88 110 99 44 115 114 115 
9 85 85 85 27 120 121 121* 45 114 113 114 
10 116 28 104 46 107 101 104 
11 108 102 105 29 119 47 94 102 98 
12 89 83 86* 30 119 48 118 108 113 
13 99 108 104 31 112 113 113 49 87 104 96* 
14 89 77 83* 32 123 118 121 50 122 122 122* 
15 109 33 114 51 115 
16 61 97 79* 34 121 52 90 
17 98 96 97 35 123 120 122* 53 87 _ _ _  

18 101 110 106 36 132 - — 
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FM MO FA AV FM MO FA AV FM MO FA AV 

School #3 

1 99 7 122 114 118* 13 90 
2 102 102 102 8 125 127 126 14 105 115 110 
3 120 111 115 9 91 • 15 96 
4 123 123 123* 10 127 119 123* 16 111 Ill Ill 
5 120 11 12 7 108 118 17 118 
6 109 126 118* 12 90 

School #4 

1 122 124 123* 9 98 17 114 105 110 
2 107 106 107 10 113 116 115* 18 87 
3 117 107 112 11 127 12 7 127 19 84 
4 110 98 104 12 73 20 112 117 115 
5 113 113 113 13 99 108 104 21 116 
6 115 107 111 14 124 22 100 104 102 
7 122 122 122* 15 111 119 115 23 136 137 137* 
8 95 16 109 

School #5 

1 104 121 Ill* 7 108 117 113* 13 108 
2 126 8 59 61 60* 14 89 95 92 
3 81 9 84 15 83 102 91 
4 100 81 91 10 65 81 73* 16 94 94 94 
5 85 93 89 11 81 112 97 
6 95 12 98 119 109 

School #6 

1 125 125 125* 9 81 17 139 136 138 
2 117 118 118 10 99 18 99 106 103 
3 107 11 75 54 65 19 124 117 121* 
4 103 12 143 143 143* 20 110 99 105 
5 103 109 106 13 111 111 111 21 118 109 114 
6 138 141 140* 14 103 22 119 109 114 
7 73 103 88 15 112 100 106 
8 105 16 98 83 91 

School #7 

1 127 134 131 5 117 117 117 9 116 116 116 
2 114 118 116 6 130 130 130* 10 128 128 128* 
3 114 121 118 7 104 94 99* 11 120 
4 108 107 108 8 130 128 129* 12 124 133 129* 
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FM MO FA AV FM MO FA AV FM MO FA AV 

School #8 

1 109 109 109 
2 129 118 12 4* 
3 78 — — 
4 127 112 120* 
5 127 124 126* 

6 116 116 116 
7 123 124 124 
8 112 102 107 
9 74 102 88* 
10 124 — — 

11 134 118 126* 
12 112 — — 
13 121 107 114 
14 111 111 111 
15 106 --- — 

*Family selected for the study. 

**Twins enrolled in the same classroom. 



APPENDIX E 

PARENTS* AND TEACHERS1 CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS 

A Pilot Study 

The following questionnaire was used with the thirty-four 

parents and teachers during July, 1974. 

Instructions: Circle the number which best represents your 
agreement with the corresponding statement. 
Please circle one number for each statement. 
Do not leave a question without an answer. 
Do not circle more than one number for each 
statement. 

1. The teacher should schedule the work for 
the children to do into subject matter 
areas such as math time, reading time, 
art time, etc. 

2. Children should work in school mainly 
towards academic achievement rather 
than the emotional and social 
development. 

3. Children should develop most of the 
materials for their learning through 
their choice of activities and their 
interests. 
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4. Children should have a choice so that 
they can be listening to a story while 
others might be doing different activ
i t i e s  s u c h  a s  m a t h ,  a r t ,  s c i e n c e ,  e t c .  1 2  3 4 5 6  

5. The teacher should present lessons and 
assignments to the class as a group for 
most of the academic learning 
activities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. Children should be given considerable 
choice in the selection of the materials 
or textbooks they wish to work with and 
the choice of questions they wish to 
pursue with respect to those materials. 12 3 4 5 6 

7. The teacher should compare the progress 
of the children in the classroom and 
report to parents by the use of a re
port card, since this gives the parent 
information about how a child is doing 
for that grade level. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

8. Materials should be kept out in areas 
where they can be used by the children 
without the teacher's direction. 12 3 4 5 6 

9. Children are self-motivated and curious 
and they will want to learn what they 
need to learn. The teacher should not 
give lessons but be available to help 
when the children need it. 12 3 4 5 6 

10. The teacher should have curriculum 
guides to tell them what content is 
needed for the class. 12 3 4 5 6 
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11. Children should not get up and move 
about the room without asking permis-
tion unless it is a choice time or 
free time provided by the teacher. 12 3 4 5 6 

12. All of the important work by the chil
dren should be corrected by the teach
er and not by other children or by 
themselves. 12 3 4 5 6 

13. Children should spend most of their 
time in work on their own or in small 
groups at various activities rather 
than in a class group with teacher 
instruction. 12 3 4 5 6 

14. The teacher should direct the children 
to all of the activities in the room 
so that she knows each child has had a 
chance to do each one. 12 3 4 5 6 

15. Most children like and/or need direc
tion, supervision, due-dates, and grad
ing of work. 12 3 4 5 6 

16. Children should be allowed to work in 
groups or change the groups themselves 
without teacher direction. 12 3 4 5 6 

17. Children should be tested on what they 
are learning so that the teacher can 
tell who is doing things correctly and 
who needs help. 12 3 4 5 6 

18. Classroom instruction should be based 
on those skills or facts which are 
needed by the majority of the students 
in the class. 12 3 4 5 6 
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19. The teacher should make sure that chil
dren use materials only in the way they 
were told to use them. 12 3 4 5 6 

20. Children should be allowed to talk while 
they are doing their class work such as 
math, writing, reading, etc. 12 3 4 5 6 

21. Children may choose to leave the class
room and use other areas of the building 
and the schoolyard as part of their work 
time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

22. Most of the time children should be ex
pected to do their own work without 
getting help from other children. 12 3 4 5 6 

23. Children should not be allowed to study 
subjects or topics that will be taught 
by the teacher in the next year's class. 12 3 4 5 6 

24. Children who do not like to read or look 
at books should not be forced to do 
reading. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

25. Standards of work should not be the same 
for all children but should consider 
each child individually. 12 3 4 5 6 

26. Desks should be arranged so that every 
child can see the blackboard and the 
teacher from his seat. 12 3 4 5 6 

27. The teacher's responsibility is to im
part knowledge of specific subject mat
ter and leave the personal problems for 
the parent to take care of at home. 12 3 4 5 6 
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28. The most efficient and proven way for 
children to learn, in most instances, is 
to have the teacher tell children infor
mation and show them how to do skills, 
then the children practice what was 
presented. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

29. What is needed in the modern classroom 
is a revival of the authority of the 
teacher. 12 3 4 5 6 

30. Children should work most of the time on 
those things which interest them or 
which they are curious about. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

31. The teacher's first priority should be 
to have the children enjoy learning. 12 3 4 5 6 

32 . Children should provide many of the 
learning materials for the classroom. 12 3 4 5 6 

33. During the math time, all of the chil
dren should be doing math and not other 
activities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

34. Individualized instruction should be 
given to each child. 12 3 4 5 6 

35. A child can sit anywhere in the room 
and the chairs can be moved by the 
children when they want to move. 12 3 4 5 6 

36. Rather than each child getting a copy 
of one textbook, many different text
books should be available for the dif
ferent viewpoints or presentations . 1 2 3 4 5 6 



APPENDIX F 

CORRESPONDENCE PERTINENT TO THE STUDY 

The following information contains the cover letter for 

the questionnaire sent to parents, the permission form requesting 

permission to give the self-concept test, and the letter sent to 

the principals requesting their assistance in the study. 
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Cover Letter to Parents 

Dear Parents: 

Have you ever seen the ratings for TV shows and wondered who the 
researchers asked because no one ever asked your opinion? Per
haps you've seen the Gallup Poll and felt the same way. Well 
this may not have the national implications of either above men
tioned attitude measurements, however your opinions are finally 
being asked on a very important topic—learning for your child. 

Enclosed in this envelope are two questionnaires, this explana
tory letter, a stamped return envelope, and a permission slip to 
give the Pictorial Self-Concept Test to your kindergarten aged 
child. 

The questionnaires are designed to measure your opinions on what 
the role of a student and teacher should be in kindergarten. It 
takes approximately 10 to 15 minutes to complete the question
naire . Your answers will be kept confidential and all reports 
which contain your information will be in an anonymous form. 
There is not a correct answer or correct score on the question
naire . The stamped return envelope should be used when return
ing the questionnaires. 

The permission slip is enclosed to help keep you informed of all 
that will occur in your child's classroom. There will be no ex
periments performed in connection with this study and there will 
be no interruptions of your child's learning in his/her class
room. Only eight children will be selected to take the self-
concept scale as a representative sample of the class and to 
avoid interrupting the classroom procedures. The Pictorial Self-
Concept Test does not give individual self-concept levels. It 
is a group test and all scores will be reported as group compari
sons . Your child's name will not appear in any reports nor will 
there be a description specific enough to make an indentification. 

Please sign the permission slip and return it with the question
naires from both parents or guardians in the return envelope. 

I am glad you have taken the 10 minutes of your time for the pos
sible benefits to your child's learning. If you have any ques
tions concerning this information, please call. Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

John Pullen 
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Self-Concept Test—Parent Permission Form 

Please fill in the information below and sign if you would have 
your child participate in the study. After receiving your 
signed permission, your child may be given a self-concept test 
approximately during February or March, 1975. The test is com
pleted in about 15 minutes. 

Child's name 

School 

Teacher 

Parent Approves 
(signature of parent or guardian) 

(date) 
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Letter to Principals 

Dear Administrator: 

Enclosed is a brief description of a study to complete the dis
sertation requirements at The University of Arizona. Your assis
tance is being sought to have the kindergarten teacher and her 
class in your school to be a part of the study. The research 
department of (name of district) has been contacted and they have 
given permission for me to make this contact with you. Your co
operation would be greatly appreciated. 

If you agree to participate in the study, the following schedule 
will involve your kindergarten staff, parents, and children in 
the morning session: 

1. The kindergarten teacher will answer a 25 item question
naire which I will give and take with me the same day. 

Approximately 30 teachers will be given the questionnaire. The 
results will not be given to the teachers until the final report 
of the dissertation in which the scores will be reported anony
mously. Ten teachers will be selected to continue in the study, 
as determined by myself, from the total number measured. If your 
staff, parents, and children are to continue in the study, then 
the rest of the schedule will be as follows: 

2 . An envelope will be given to each kindergarten child to 
take home to his parents which will contain two copies 
of the questionnaire, an explanatory letter, a stamped 
return envelope, and a permission slip to give the self-
concept test to their child. The results of the ques
tionnaire will not be reported except anonymously in the 
final report. 

3. A one hour observation will be made by myself during 
January or February 1975. The purpose of the observa
tion is to measure the classroom climate and will not 
measure the teacher's quality of teaching. 

4. A group self-concept test will be administered to eight 
selected children in the classroom during February or 
March 1975. The test gives scores that can be used to 
make group comparisons but does not give individual 
self-concept levels . The test takes approximately 15 
minutes. 

The (name of district) policy on research studies will be fol
lowed and the results of all measurements will be kept 
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confidential. There will be anonymous reference to all people 
and schools involved and copies of the final report will be given 
to the research department where they may be viewed. Thank you 
for your help. 

Sincerely yours, 

John Pullen 
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